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For years, high-tech companies have amassed patents in order to deter patent litigation. Recently, a secondary market for patents has flourished, making it more likely that patents that would otherwise sit on the shelf will end up in the courtroom. This Article explores the current patent ecosystem, which includes both “arms race” and “marketplace” paradigms, in depth. I distinguish “patent-assertion entities,” entities that use patents primarily to obtain license fees rather than to support the development or transfer of technology, from other types of non-practicing entities. I contrast the patent arms race, whose goal is to provide entities with the freedom to operate, with the marketplace, through which entities have leveraged their freedom to litigate. I detail the participation of product companies as well as non-practicing companies and their intermediaries in the marketplace, and trace the diverse “pathways” traveled by patents from a diversity of sources including failed startups and product companies like Micron, to entities like Round Rock and Intellectual Ventures.

Several implications follow. First, the failure of the patent arms race to deter lawsuits from patent assertion entities as well as practicing companies in certain cases means that defensive strategies must be reconceptualized to include new tactics—including prevention, disruption, and coordination—for securing freedom to operate. In addition, if stockpiles of unused patents continue to fall into the hands of patent-assertion entities, defensive patenting may ironically have the net effect of increasing, rather than decreasing, litigation risk. Second, conventional notions of patent value need to be revised. The same patent has a much greater “exclusion value”—which I define as the value likely to be extracted from the patent—when held by a patent-assertion entity rather than a company vulnerable to countersuit. A better understanding of what drives the exclusion value rather than the intrinsic value of a patent might help companies predict and potentially avoid technical areas where patent assertion is most likely. Finally, recent history suggests trying to change the system by changing patentee behavior directly, rather than only through legal changes, for example by encouraging quality patenting, improving coordination between patent defendants, and creating a nonprofit organization to accept patent donations in order to encourage companies to make their unused patents available to the public, rather than to patent-assertion entities.
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Introduction
Among the many reasons high-tech companies get patents, one of the most important is to build a patent arsenal. To guard against the risk of patent litigation, companies acquire patents so they can retaliate against or neutralize threats of suits brought by their competitors. A large patent portfolio is likely to discourage such threats in the first place. As companies seek to outdo their rivals and to minimize the risk of ending up in court, the acquisition of even more patents is justified. Companies seeking freedom to operate have obtained thousands of patents as part of the “patent arms race.”

Against this backdrop, the patent system has recently witnessed the rise of the patent marketplace. Over the past few years, thousands of patents have changed hands as defunct companies, independent inventors, corporations, and others have sold their assets to those in a better position to exploit them. The most visible buyers of patents have been “patent-assertion entities,” which I define as entities that use patents primarily to get licensing fees rather than to support the development or transfer of technology. These entities generally use their patents to sue, or threaten to sue, practicing companies. They are invulnerable to patent counterattack and therefore have little to lose from patent litigation besides legal fees.

Together, the “arms race” and “marketplace” paradigms define what I call “the complex patent ecosystem.” An understanding of how this ecosystem operates within high-tech industries is critical, as these industries have suffered the most from the problems of patent backlog and “bad” patents, complained the loudest about growth of patent-assertion entities, and pushed the hardest for change. Missing from the debate, however, is a full account of the context of these seemingly disparate calls. This Article seeks to provide this context. It describes the history and present state of the patent arms race and patent marketplace, as well as the strategies companies are pursuing within the complex patent ecosystem to cope with its risks and to take advantage of its opportunities.

Although both paradigms have flourished, the arms race and marketplace present a study in contrasts. In the patent arms race, patent arsenals signal a patentee’s power to retaliate; patent transactions in the marketplace, in contrast, are often kept secret. While patent détente requires symmetry between would-be litigants, the patent marketplace

---

2. See infra Part I.B.


4. This definition resembles Justice Kennedy’s description in *eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C.*, 547 U.S. 388, 396 (2006), of “firms [that] use patents not as a basis for producing and selling goods but, instead, primarily for obtaining licensing fees.” For further discussion, see infra Part II.B.2.


7. See infra Part III.C.1–2.

8. See infra Part III.A.
facilitates the exploitation of asymmetries between actors. Companies who participate in the patent arms race desire freedom to operate; the marketplace has enabled companies to leverage their freedom to litigate.

Closer inspection, however, reveals interrelationships between arms race and marketplace strategies. Patents initially acquired defensively have ended up for sale in the patent marketplace, through corporate divestitures and sales.9 Practicing companies have used their once-defensive patents to selectively sue in areas in which they no longer or never did operate, using the same tactics as patent-assertion entities.10 Patent-assertion entities that aggregate patents into large portfolios and sell licenses to them arguably reduce risk for companies in the same ways that defensive patents do. These dynamics have several implications for patent strategy, patent valuation, and patent reform.

First, the new complex patent ecosystem has undermined the logic of the patent arms race. While patent arsenals have clearly failed to discourage lawsuits brought by patent holding entities, they have, at best, resulted in an uneasy truce among practicing companies. Though certain types of suits have likely been deterred, data presented in this Article shows that others have not. This incomplete protection has come at a social cost, contributing to the quality problem by creating a demand for patents that were never intended to be enforced, and contributing to the hold-up problem by creating stockpiles of unused patents that, when sold on the open market, are at risk of winding up in the hands of patent-assertion entities.

Second, patents are generally assumed to have an objective value, which can be estimated based on intrinsic qualities of a patent, such as the breadth of its claims, the amount of prior art it cites, and its prosecution history.11 The assumption that each patent has an intrinsic value underlies a host of policy proposals, including deferred examination and gold-plating patents. But today’s complex patent ecosystem reminds us that the value a patentee is likely to extract from a patent by asserting it against others—what I call the “exclusion value” of a patent—can fluctuate widely as the patent is bought and sold. There is a difference between a patent’s intrinsic value and its exclusion value. Little theoretical or empirical attention has been paid thus far to understanding the drivers of exclusion value, as distinct from intrinsic value. A better understanding of these drivers, however, could help companies predict and potentially avoid technical areas, where patent assertion is most likely, as well as help to distinguish between the portion

---

9. See discussion infra Parts I.B.2.a, IV.A.
10. See empirical analysis of same, reported infra at Part III.B.
11. Valuation literature making these assumptions is described infra notes 299 and 336.
of a patent royalty that is due to hold-up and that which is due to technical contribution.

Finally, the history of the new complex ecosystem contains novel suggestions for patent reform. Scholars and policymakers tend to conceive of the patent system in terms of its three principal institutions—Congress, the courts, and the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)—and assume that the patent system can only be changed by adjusting a lever controlled by one of them. However, the history of the patent ecosystem highlights the influence of non-legal developments, including demonstration effects and business model innovations, on the patent system. This history suggests changing the patent system by changing patentee behavior directly, rather than through one of these three institutions. Improving patent quality and reducing patent hold-up might potentially be accomplished, for example, by promotion of quality patenting, abandonment or donation rather than sale of unused patents, and improved coordination by companies, rather than by just changing the law.

This Article explores the new complex patent ecosystem and its implications for the patent system. It proceeds in five parts. Part I describes the two major paradigms in high-tech patenting—the patent arms race and the marketplace—and how individual companies, demonstration effects, and licensing practices have driven their adoption. Part II provides an overview of the current patent ecosystem, of how it has become complex by virtue of the variety of the practicing and non-practicing company types it features, and of the growing asymmetry between actors. Parts III–V discuss how the new patent ecosystem challenges conventional beliefs about the patent system and, more broadly, the implications of these challenges for patent reform.

I. From Arms Race to Marketplace

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, many innovative high-tech companies did not file for patents. By the turn of the millennium,
however, most had reversed stance and were filing for hundreds and even thousands of patents per year as part of the “patent arms race.” In the last decade, the patent “marketplace,” and the patent-assertion entities commonly associated with it, have grown in prominence. Through their lawsuits and licensing demands, patent-assertion entities have changed the high-tech patent environment. Part I provides a history of the patent arms race and patent marketplace, setting the stage for an exploration of the new complex patent ecosystem.

A. INTRODUCTION TO THE PATENT ARMS RACE

The defensive use of patents dates back to at least the turn of the century, when, according to one account, Henry Ford accumulated automobile patents in order to reduce the risk of being sued and to obtain the ability to operate freely, without ever having to enforce the company’s patents. Filing for patents gave the Ford Motor Company

Companies, in PRACTISING LAW INSTITUTE COURSE HANDBOOK SERIES: ANNUAL INSTITUTE ON COMPUTER & INTERNET LAW 3 (2005), available at http://64.237.109.107/media/pnc7/media/507.pdf (“The 1980s saw an amazing business phenomena in the U.S. of creation of many start up electronic companies, some of which broke out of the pack of their competitors to become very large companies in their own right. Notable examples are Apple, Microsoft, Oracle, Cisco, Sun, [and] AOL. . . . As upstarts, these companies in general did not embrace patents in the slightest.”); see also KEVIN G. RIVETTE & DAVID KLINE, REMBRANDTS IN THE ATTIC: UNLOCKING THE HIDDEN VALUE OF PATENTS 41–42 (2000) (describing ignorance and antipathy towards software patents as among the reasons companies did not file for them).

16. See, e.g., RIVETTE & KLINE, supra note 15, at 4. (“[In 1990] Microsoft had one patent; [in 2000] it ha[d] close to 800. Sun, Oracle, Novell, Dell and Intel have likewise boosted the size of their patent portfolios by more than 500 percent just in the last few years.”); see also Competition and Intellectual Property Law and Policy in the Knowledge-Based Economy: Joint Hearings Before the Fed. Trade Comm’n & Dep’t of Justice 674 (Feb. 28, 2002) [hereinafter Competition FTC Hearing II] (statement of Robert Barr, Vice President for IP and Worldwide Patent Counsel, Cisco Systems, Inc.), available at http://www.ftc.gov/opp/intellect/020228ftc.pdf (“Between 1984 and [1993, the first] ten years of the company, [Cisco] filed only one patent. . . . In 1994 the company had grown to over [$1 billion] in annual revenue. This growth was obviously not fuelled [sic] by patents, it was fuelled [sic] by competition and by open, nonproprietary interfaces. But in 1994, the company . . . started a program to obtain more patents . . . We filed six patents in 1994. . . . We increased each year . . . and we’re now [in 2002] filing over [750] patents a year.”).
the ability to trade rights with its competitors, and to prevent the technology from being patented by others.19

In the Parts that follow, I examine the history and practice of modern-day defensive patenting in high-tech industries in the context of three developments: the licensing campaigns of Texas Instruments (TI) and International Business Machines (IBM), the patent disputes between Kodak and Polaroid, and cross-licensing practices.

1. The Catalysts

While eventually practiced industry-wide, the modern-day practice of defensive patenting was catalyzed by the actions of single companies—TI and IBM. In the mid-1980s, TI began an intensive licensing and litigation campaign to save the company from bankruptcy.20 A decade and a half and an estimated $4 billion later, it had achieved its corporate objective.21 Along the way, it fundamentally changed how hardware companies approached patenting. In the mid-1990s, IBM began its own campaign to monetize the considerable patent portfolio it had built up over the years.22 In the process of doing so, it “set off...a chain reaction”23 in the software industry and ushered in a new era of software patenting and licensing. The following paragraphs describe these transitions.

TI’s domestic patent-licensing campaign was inspired by the company’s success in suing foreign competitors for patent infringement.24

---

Stephen B. Maebius in joint hearings before the FTC and DOJ. The Supreme Court’s 1908 decision in Continental Paper Bag v. Eastern Paper Bag Co., 210 U.S. 405, 429 (1908), establishing the lack of a working requirement, has also been credited with bolstering the ability of firms to patent defensively.


19. Id.

20. Rivette & Kline, supra note 15, at 125 (“Texas Instruments... was reportedly saved from bankruptcy in the mid-1980s by an all-out patent licensing and litigation effort. In 1992 alone, TI earned $3.91 million in patent licenses—43 percent more than its $2.74 million in operating income for that year. Its current licensing revenues are thought to be about $800 million a year. All told, analysts estimate that TI has earned more than $4 billion in royalties since it began enforcing its patents in the mid-1980s.” (footnote omitted)).

21. Id.


Thus, at first, the company’s stance was adversarial, characterized by a willingness to pursue litigation.25 However, over time, the company moved towards a licensing model,26 signing non-exclusive licenses with major players in the industry.27 TI supported these efforts with an expanding patent portfolio—from 1986 to 1995, it filed 3537 patents, more than doubling the number of applications it had filed in the previous decade.28

In the early 1990s, most software companies also had few patents.29 IBM was an exception; as a hardware company, it had always applied for patents.30 As one of the first companies to file for software patents,31 IBM captured a quarter of the software patents issued between 1978 and 1988.32 The company also pushed for development of the case law. Its appeal of a key USPTO decision led to a new form of claim, the Beauregard claim,33 and the development of guidelines in the mid-1990s for the examination of computer-related inventions.34 As part of a broader strategy within the company to patent aggressively, IBM reached its goal of top position in the patenting charts by 1993 and has

653 (statement of Fred Telecky, Senior Vice President and General Patent Counsel, Texas Instruments, Inc.) (describing TI’s campaign of suing Japanese and Korean semiconductor companies in response to competitive threats and leading to the company’s patent licensing program).

25. Kristopher Boushie & Christopher Spadea, To Maximise IP Value a Company Needs the Right Culture, INTELL. ASSET MGMT., Nov./Dec. 2003, at, 22, 22–23 (“Another very conscious shift was in TI’s willingness to pursue litigation.”).

26. Id.


29. Brookings, supra note 23; see also Use of the Patent System to Protect Software-Related Inventions: Hearing Before the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office 17 (Jan. 26, 1994) (statement of Douglas K. Brotz, Principal Scientist, Adobe Systems Inc.) (“[W]hen we at Adobe founded a company [in 1982] on the concept of software to revolutionize the world of printing, we believed that there was no possibility of patenting our work. That belief did not stop us from creating that software, nor did it deter the savvy venture capitalists who helped us with the early investment. We have done very well despite our having no patents on our original work.”).

30. Davis & Harrison, supra note 22 (“We have been filing for patents for about 100 years, literally since the company was founded.”).


33. See In re Beauregard, 53 F.3d 1583 (Fed. Cir. 1995); see also Victor Siber & Marilyn Smith Dawkins, Claiming Computer-Related Inventions as Articles of Manufacture, 35 IDEA 13–15 (1994).

34. Merges & Duffy, supra note 32, at 155 n.10.
remained there since. Around that time, the company decided to expand its patent licensing efforts, which had focused primarily on hardware, and to make IBM’s patent portfolio into a “profit center.” In subsequent years, IBM launched an aggressive and successful licensing campaign that brought in over $1 billion in revenue annually by 2003.

By the late 1990s, many high-tech companies “had been stung by patent suits . . . and by cross license [sic] programs from IBM and other more established competitors that required significant royalty payments.” As companies grew tired of paying royalties for access to the patent portfolios of IBM and TI, they developed their own. The rate of semiconductor patenting per research and development (“R&D”) dollar doubled between 1985 and 1995. More dramatically, software patents, as a share of overall patents, increased more than seven-fold, from 2% in the early 1980s to 15% of patents by 2002. This growth appears to have resulted more from the importance of acquiring patents than to an increase in the amount of R&D spending.

2. Demonstration Effects

Demonstration effects, that is, behavioral changes caused by observing others, also caused firms to adopt portfolio patenting strategies. A lawsuit initiated in 1976, and finally settled in 1990, by Polaroid against Kodak had a particularly profound impact. As semiconductor companies watched Kodak pay Polaroid nearly $1 billion

---

36. Davis & Harrison, supra note 22; see also Brookings, supra note 23.
37. Sterne et al., supra note 15, at 5.
40. See, e.g., The Evolving IP Marketplace: The Operation of IP Markets: Hearing Before the Fed. Trade Comm’n 82 (Mar. 18, 2009) [hereinafter Evolving Marketplace I] (statement of Russ Silfer, Chief Patent Counsel, Micron Technologies, Inc.), available at http://www.ftc.gov/bc/workshops/ipmarketplace/mar18090318transcript.pdf (“In the late ’70s, early ’80s, we were somewhat late to the game, if you will . . . . There was already an awful lot of innovation from Texas Instruments, IBM and others in a large patent portfolio, so we found ourselves in a position where[,] to be able to participate in the industry, we had to pay license fees to those companies, and we did so. As we were paying those fees and innovating our own technology, we sought our own patent portfolio as the technology advanced. We acquired a fairly substantial patent portfolio based on strong innovation, which allowed us to enter into cross-licensing agreements with other manufacturers.”).
41. Competition FTC Hearing II, supra note 16, at 660 (statement of Bronwyn Hall, Professor of Economics, University of California, Berkeley) (“[T]he semiconductor industry had a patenting rate per R&D dollar which doubled over about 10 years. In other words, the patenting rate had gone up enormously between 1985 and 1995.”).
42. Bessen & Hunt, supra note 1, at 47 tbl.1.
43. Id. at 23 (“Thus the majority of the growth in software patenting is not attributed to any of a variety of factors including R&D intensity and can be attributed, instead, to rapidly rising patent propensity.”).
44. Hall & Ziedonis, supra note 1, at 109.
in damages, pay Polaroid’s customers and lawyers another $600 million, and shut down its instant camera business, including a manufacturing plant, at a cost of $1.5 billion and 700 employees,\textsuperscript{45} they became “really scared.”\textsuperscript{46} This case illustrated the substantial business risks, including the threat of injunction, associated with patent infringement.\textsuperscript{47} This particular lawsuit, as well as the patent-licensing campaigns of TI, had a profound impact on shaping firm strategies.\textsuperscript{48}

TI’s campaigns inspired not only fear, but awe within the IP community. The company, led by the “genius of Richard Donaldson,” demonstrated the considerable rewards that mining a corporate patent portfolio could yield.\textsuperscript{49} According to “folklore, . . . payments [from TI’s lawsuits] kept TI profitable for 5 straight quarters . . . [despite] significant sales los[es] due to foreign competition.”\textsuperscript{50} This and related developments prompted companies to take a second look at their own patent portfolios.\textsuperscript{51} The books Rembrandts in the Attic and Edison in the Boardroom, which detailed the patent successes and failures of various companies,\textsuperscript{52} provided guides.

3. Patent Portfolios for Cross-Licensing

As companies grew their patent portfolios, many followed a variant of the “patenting anything” approach.\textsuperscript{53} In the words of its general counsel, for example, the software company Borland “filed patents on virtually everything.”\textsuperscript{54} Companies also used filing targets to try to build a

\textsuperscript{45} Rivette & Kline, supra note 15, at 93–96.

\textsuperscript{46} Competition FTC Hearing II, supra note 16, at 662 (statement of Bronwyn Hall, Professor of Economics, University of California, Berkeley) (“And the second demonstration effect . . . was the Kodak-Polaroid case. Even though that wasn’t in their industry, they saw the injunction and the shutdown of the business, of Kodak’s instant camera business, and that really scared them, because that was much more expensive than just having to pay past royalties.”).

\textsuperscript{47} Id. & Ziedonis, supra note 1, at 109.

\textsuperscript{48} Wegner & Maebius, supra note 18, at 15–16.

\textsuperscript{49} Rivette & Kline, supra note 20 (describing the patent strategies of, for example, IBM, Texas Instruments, and Xerox).

\textsuperscript{50} See generally Davis & Harrison, supra note 22, (devoting chapter six to a case study of Dow Chemical Company); Rivette & Kline, supra note 20 (describing the patent strategies of, for example, IBM, Texas Instruments, and Xerox).

\textsuperscript{51} Hall & Ziedonis, supra note 1, at 109.

\textsuperscript{52} Competition and Intellectual Property Law and Policy in the Knowledge-Based Economy: Joint Hearings Before the Fed. Trade Comm’n & Dep’t of Justice 351 (Feb. 27, 2002) [hereinafter Competition FTC Hearing I] (statement of Robert Kohn, Vice-Chairman of the Board and Director, Borland Software Corp., available at http://www.ftc.gov/opp/intellect/020227trans.pdf.)
In negotiations over complex technologies, parties focused on the quantity rather than the quality of patents in a portfolio. According to the infamous “ruler” methodology, “you would bring your stack and you’d bring a ruler, and you’d put each stack next to each other and you’d take a ruler and you measure the relative heights of the stack. And some algorithm would tell you the number.” Or, companies might examine a few patents representative of each portfolio during a cross-licensing negotiation, but very rarely during a cross-licensing negotiation was each patent scrutinized individually. As general counsel of TI famously put it, “for [TI] to know what’s in [its patent] portfolio, we think, is just a mind-boggling, budget-busting exercise to try to figure ... out with any degree of accuracy at all.” The high cost of evaluating which patents in a portfolio of thousands might apply to each product, the likelihood of the patents’ validity, the appropriate royalty rate, and the appropriate base from which to calculate the royalty has led patent licenses to be “negotiated en masse.” Portfolio cross-licensing, based on quantity and other proxies of coverage, has simply proven to be more efficient than the alternative.

This licensing dynamic has spurred the growth of defensive patenting, the filing of patents in order to gain freedom to operate, for the specific purposes of maintaining patent peace, obtaining access to the technology of others, and neutralizing patent lawsuits. As the general

56. Sterne et al., supra note 15, at 22 (describing a benchmarking approach based on patents issued and revenue).
58. Competition FTC Hearing II, supra note 16, at 743 (statement of Fred Telecky, Senior Vice President and General Patent Counsel, Texas Instruments Corp.).
59. Kahin, supra note 6, at g; see, e.g., Tex. Instruments v. Hyundai Elecs. Indus., 49 F. Supp. 2d 893, 901 (E.D. Tex. 1999) (”[I]t is almost impossible on a patent-by-patent, country-by-country, product-by-product basis to determine whether someone is using a company's patents.”).
61. Id. at 52 (“[[F]irms pursue defensive patenting: (1) to maintain detente with rivals; (2) to obtain portfolio cross-licenses from rivals; and (3) to raise a patent infringement counter-claim should a rival sue ... .”). Defensive patenting is practiced in other countries as well. See, e.g., Dietmar
counsel of semiconductor foundry Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company commented, “[s]ometimes the ability to throw 20, 50 good patents against someone . . . does enable the scales to be a little bit better balanced, especially as you’re playing a catch-up game . . . .” 62

Large portfolios have spawned the development of other large portfolios. Parchomovsky and Wagner describe this as a “feedback effect, whereby low-quality patents (organized into ever-larger portfolios) beget even more low-quality patents.” 63 To improve their bargaining position in cross-licensing, companies engage in “portfolio maximization,” the practice of growing their patent portfolios in number and breadth. 64 In pursuit of the patent arms race, companies have devoted considerable financial and technical resources to patenting, 65 in some cases, even acting in opposition to their own corporate philosophies 66 and, arguably, their self-interest. 67

Harhoff, et al., INNO-tec, The Strategic Use of Patents and Its Implications for Enterprise and Competition Policies 253 (2007), available at www.en.inno-tec.bwl.uni-muenchen.de/research/proj/lauendeprojekte/patents/stratpat2007.pdf (describing portfolio maximization strategies in Europe); Sachiko Hirao, Japanese Firms Urged to Better Protect Patents, JAPAN TIMES ONLINE, Nov. 8, 2001, http://search.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/mn20011108b1.html (reporting on a 1999 survey by the Japan Intellectual Property Association in which approximately 80% of member companies claimed that the purpose of their patents was defensive).

62. Competition FTC Hearing III, supra note 55, at 33 (statement of Richard Thurston, Vice President and General Counsel of Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co.).


64. Harhoff et al., supra note 61, at 9–10. Of course, large portfolios can be used for not just defensive, but also potentially anticompetitive purposes, including patent “flooding,” in which a dominant firm files for a large number of patents in order to deter entry into the market by rivals or by forcing cross-licensing of core technology. ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION & DEV., COMPETITION POLICY ROUNDTABLES: COMPETITION, PATENTS AND INNOVATION (II) 16–17 (2009), available at http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/26/33/45019987.pdf.

65. See, e.g., Public Hearing on Use of the Patent System to Protect Software-Related Inventions: Hearing Before the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office 48–50 (Jan. 26, 1994) (statement of Jim Warren, Director, Autodesk, Inc.), transcript available at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/com/hearings/software/sanjose/shhrng.pdf; see also Competition FTC Hearing II, supra note 16, at 677–78 (statement of Robert Barr, Vice President for IP and Worldwide Patent Counsel, Cisco Systems, Inc.); Competition FTC Hearing I, supra note 54, at 376 (statement of Jordan Greenhall, Chief Executive Officer, Divx Networks) (“I have now issued a directive that we reallocate roughly 20 to 35 percent of our developer’s resources and sign on two separate law firms to increase our patent portfolio to be able to engage in the patent spew conflict.”).

66. Competition FTC Hearing II, supra note 16, at 713 (statement of Robert Barr, Vice President for IP and Worldwide Patent Counsel, Cisco Systems, Inc.) (“[W]e’ve entered this game five, six years ago in full force for the wrong reason and we’re contributing to the proliferation to mutually assured destruction.”).

67. As Polk Wagner argues, “even if most firms would be better off with high-quality patents (and fewer of them), adopting such a strategy in the face of others’ more numerous (and lower quality) patents is disadvantageous. Thus firms maintain the suboptimal strategy.” Wagner, supra note 63.
The hope, of course, is that patent stockpiles will bring about a “patent peace,” in which companies agree to license to, or perhaps to ignore, each other entirely. This would give portfolio-holders the freedom to operate without having to worry about being sued, despite likely widespread infringement throughout the industry.

B. The Patent Marketplace

Over the last several years, another paradigm has risen to prominence within the patent system. The growth of the patent marketplace, in which patents can be bought, sold, and traded, has created new opportunities and obstacles for patentees. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) convened a series of public hearings from 2008 to 2009 to explore this development and its impact on innovation and competition. Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court have cited the growth of an industry “in which firms use patents not as a basis for producing and selling goods but, instead, primarily for obtaining licensing fees” as a reason to change patent law. Suits brought by patent-assertion entities have spurred calls for congressional patent reform to curtail the ability of patent plaintiffs to sue in inconvenient venues and to limit the recovery of damages. These events herald the recent, historic evolution of the patent market.

1. History

Patents have long been bought and sold. In her study of the early American patent system, Zorina Kahn finds that patents were assigned

68. Brookings, supra note 23 (“The practice generally in the technology industry with respect to patents is not so much to license for cash, ‘You can use my invention for $12.95.’ It’s much more of a cross-licensing pattern, ‘So I have a few patents, you have a few patents, and we’ll license each other.’”).

69. Survey: The Arms Race, Economist, Oct. 22, 2005, at 10, 10 (“The best that can happen is nothing happens.” (quoting Joe LaSala, General Counsel of Novell)).


71. eBay, Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C., 547 U.S. 388, 396 (2006) (Kennedy, J., concurring) (“In cases now arising, trial courts should bear in mind that in many instances the nature of the patent being enforced and the economic function of the patent holder present considerations quite unlike earlier cases. An industry has developed in which firms use patents not as a basis for producing and selling goods but, instead, primarily for obtaining licensing fees. For these firms, an injunction, and the potentially serious sanctions arising from its violation, can be employed as a bargaining tool to charge exorbitant fees to companies that seek to buy licenses to practice the patent.” (citation omitted)).


73. B. ZORINA KAHN, THE DEMOCRATIZATION OF INVENTION: PATENTS AND COPYRIGHTS IN AMERICAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, 1790–1920, at 155 & n.50 (2005) (describing how, in 1878, Maria
during this period in order to “market and commercialize the invention,” among other reasons.\(^74\) In modern times, companies have bought IP in order to support their product strategies\(^75\) and to seed new product development opportunities.\(^76\)

In recent years, the proliferation of companies focused on the assertion, rather than the commercialization, of patents they acquire has created a new class of patent buyers.\(^77\) This same period has witnessed a growth in the strategic management of patents. These developments have fueled growth in the patent marketplace, accompanied by an increase in liquidity, transactions, and business models for buyers, sellers, and intermediaries.\(^78\)

The growth of the patent marketplace, just like the patent arms race, has been spurred by examples set by key actors in the patent system. One of them was the prolific independent inventor Jerome Lemelson, who was granted over 600 patents covering a wide variety of technologies.\(^79\) In the 1980s and 1990s, Lemelson signed licenses with approximately a thousand companies,\(^80\) earning him billions of dollars\(^81\) and the title of “patent troll.”\(^82\) These campaigns provided a model for
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\(^{74}\) Id. 
\(^{75}\) Rivette & Kline, supra note 15, at 71 (describing IP-enabled “grow” strategies in which the purchase or development of intellectual property is used to support new product lines or expansion into new markets). 
\(^{77}\) Chien, supra note 5. 
\(^{81}\) Id. 
suing practicing companies that has since been followed by many independent inventors. They also popularized the contingent-fee arrangement Lemelson had with his attorney, Gerald Hosier. The hundreds of millions of dollars in fees earned by Hosier have led others to describe him as an “awe-inspiring” pioneer in the legal field, due to his innovative legal approach, and to follow in his footsteps.

The patent holding company Intellectual Ventures (“IV”), led by Nathan Myhrvold, has also played a seminal role in the development of the patent marketplace. In order to carry out its stated objective of building a capital market for inventions, IV has acquired at least 30,000 patents from a diverse set of IP owners. According to one account, “it is rare to meet an IP owner who has not received an inquiry from IV. Even when an owner does not sell to IV, the experience educates them and as a result they sometimes enter the market later.” As such, IV has had a tremendous influence in developing the market, not only through its transactions, but also by raising awareness of the opportunities offered by the patent marketplace.

While transactions in the secondary market are hard to track systematically, the patents offered in public auctions have generally covered high-tech inventions. This is likely due to their historical source (defunct startups), the density of patents covering high-tech products, and the ease with which patents in high-tech areas can be filed without actually making the invention.
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83. Wegner & Maebius, supra note 18, at 13 (describing the mold-breaking Jerome Lemelson paradigm of an inventor outside the industry suing within the industry).
84. Waldron, supra note 80.
86. Myhrvold, supra note 3.
87. Id. This number does not include patent applications, which are likely to be numerous. See, e.g., Avancept, A Study of: The Intellectual Ventures Portfolio in the United States: Patents & Applications 2d ed. 2010) (on file with the author) (estimating IV’s portfolio, at the end of 2009, to include at least 25,000 to 50,000 patents/applications and possibly even more patent assets).
89. See, e.g., analysis reported infra note 110 (describing the top sellers in Ocean Tomo auctions as being Sun, AT&T, and IBM).
90. See, e.g., Chien, supra note 5, at 1580 (describing the reasons non-practicing entities have focused on high-tech inventions).
2. **Actors in the Patent Marketplace**

The patent marketplace includes patent buyers, patent sellers, and the intermediaries that facilitate transactions between them. In the following subparts, I describe members of the patent ecosystem in terms of their relationship to the patent marketplace. The general roles and strategies of various practicing and non-practicing companies are described later, in Part II.

**a. Sellers**

While the total volume of patent sales has not been studied systematically, a number of patent “pathways” are familiar. A university exclusively licenses or assigns its patents to a university spinoff. A company files for bankruptcy and sells its patents in the resulting fire sale. A large company sells a dying business line and the patent assets along with it, or simply donates or sells patents it is no longer using. Patents often have longer shelf-lives than the products, strategies, and even companies they are initially obtained to support. In the patent system, patents are owned by corporations, universities, nonprofits, small businesses, individuals, and the government. All of these types of entities have sold their patents in the marketplace through public auction and private transaction.

The patent marketplace has developed an association with patent-assertion entities, or “trolls.” For this reason, selling into patent markets has for some time been considered an “anathema or unforgivable sin for large corporations.” Recently, however, attitudes have changed. Corporations have large numbers of assets that are unlikely ever to be

---


96. Myhrvold, supra note 3, at 48–49 (describing IV as acquiring patents from these sources).

used and are expensive to maintain. To dispose of these assets, many companies are turning to the patent marketplace. Acacia has been engaged by “large companies looking to turn their patents into revenue.” In an analysis of all the patent lots offered for sale during Ocean Tomo auctions from Fall 2006 to Spring 2009, nearly half originated from practicing companies, and almost a quarter of them (125 out of 511) were offered by public companies. Among public companies, Sun listed the most lots, at thirteen, followed by IBM at ten and AT&T at eight; household names Dow Chemical, 3Com, and Motorola also listed patents. The marketplace has provided a path to liquidity not only for startups and individuals, but for corporations including Philips Electronics, Siemens AG, Ford Motors, and Kimberly-Clark.

b. Buyers

Patent buyers are motivated by a diverse set of concerns. The two largest buyers of patents in the patent marketplace in the recent past—IV and John Desmarais—do not practice their patents. In the recent past, approximately 90% of the patents sold in public auction have been

98. The reasons for and implications of which are discussed infra Parts II–IV.

99. Evolving Marketplace II, supra note 76, at 42–43 (statement of Steven J. Hoffman, Chief Executive Officer of ThinkFire) (“[T]he number of large corporations that have started to consider selling their portfolios or at least part of their portfolios has dramatically increased over the last couple of years.”); id. at 44 (statement of Marcus Delgado, Chief IP Counsel, Cox Communications, Inc.) (“[J]ust looking at Ocean Tomo’s markets, I have followed the lot since they began offering those patents at auction, and you can see the progression from smaller independent inventors to very sophisticated companies now that provide their patents to that auction pool . . . .”).

100. Myhrvold, supra note 3, at 49.


106. Zaretzki, supra note 78, at 63; see also Ewing, supra note 102, at 63–64 & fig.1 (describing IV as buying 75.8% of publicly auctioned patent lots); Kolker, supra note 88; Kuester & Bartel, supra note 88, at 32 (“IV . . . has ‘represented half of the purchasing market for US patents over the last few years’ [as of 2009].” (quoting Steven Hoffman, Chief Executive Officer, ThinkFire)).

purchased by non-practicing entities—an estimated 75% by IV and the remainder by other non-practicing entities.\textsuperscript{108}

Practicing companies also purchase patents in the patent marketplace; however, they appear to be more interested in selling patents than in buying them, because while they have supplied half of the lots available in public auction, they have purchased only about \textsuperscript{111} of the lots sold.\textsuperscript{109} This number likely underrepresents the share of total patents sold to practicing companies on the public and private market, as practicing companies may prefer to buy in the private market, where they have better control over the amount of information available to competitors and to the public.\textsuperscript{110}

Still, practicing companies historically have developed their own IP, rather than acquire it from others, and most view IP management as ancillary to their core business of making and selling products and services. In addition, patents are unique assets; “[t]he typical operating company will be looking for patents satisfying some very specific characteristics, and the odds that such a patent will be waiting for them are slim.”\textsuperscript{111} This may explain why, according to patent brokerage firm ThinkFire, most firms are “inactive” with respect to the patent market.\textsuperscript{112}

While some companies intermittently pursue transactions on an ad hoc basis and a few have “evolving” patent transaction capabilities, the fewest number perform significant transactions on a regular basis.\textsuperscript{113} Still, if the right patents are available, it may be faster and administratively easier to acquire them on the market, rather than to file applications and wait for them to mature into patents. Patents for sale may have an early priority date and can be used to fill gaps in a company’s patent portfolio.

c. Intermediaries

Many intermediaries have developed to help buyers and sellers find each other.\textsuperscript{114} Ocean Tomo conducted public IP auctions between 2006

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{108} See sources cited supra note 106.
  \item \textsuperscript{109} Ewing, supra note 102, at 64.
  \item \textsuperscript{110} The assets available in public auction are perceived to be of higher quality than assets otherwise available on the market. \textit{Id.} at 66 (calling patent auction assets “generally higher” quality than patent assets from other sources).
  \item \textsuperscript{111} \textit{Id.} at 66.
  \item \textsuperscript{112} ThinkFire, Presentation at the Berkeley Center for Law and Technology Conference: Patent Valuation Conference 16 (Feb. 6, 2008), available at http://www.law.berkeley.edu/files/zaretzki.pdf.
  \item \textsuperscript{113} \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
and 2009\textsuperscript{115} but sold its auction unit to British brokerage ICAP in 2009.\textsuperscript{116} In the past, PL-X\textsuperscript{117} and TAEUS have also offered online web auction capabilities.\textsuperscript{118} While public auctions comprise the most visible type of trading platform, the vast majority of transactions are conducted in private—either by direct sale, brokered private sale, or private auction.\textsuperscript{119} Agent/brokers like iPotential and ThinkFire help patent sellers find patent buyers or licensees by directly marketing to potential buyers or licensees.\textsuperscript{120} Patent-assertion managers like General Patent Corporation International provide technical and financial support services to patent-assertion entities and help them evaluate the viability of their patent cases.\textsuperscript{121} Behind the scenes, investment companies like Rembrandt IP and Altitude Capital provide the funds to acquire, license, and litigate patents.\textsuperscript{122} Portfolio company Acacia counts among its largest investors household mutual fund managers like OppenheimerFunds, Fidelity, and the Vanguard Group,\textsuperscript{123} and IV’s funders include many practicing companies such as Microsoft, Intel, Sony, Apple, eBay, and Google.\textsuperscript{124} In addition to contingent fee law firms like Niro Scavone, Fish & Richardson and Cooley Godward Kronish have been singled out for working with patent-assertion entities.\textsuperscript{125}
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\bibitem{119} See, \textit{e.g.}, Ewing, \textit{supra} note 102, at 67 (approximating IV’s acquisition expenditures through public auction to be 5\% of its total acquisition expenditures).
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These and other intermediaries are needed to navigate what has been characterized as a thin or “blind” market in which buyers and sellers often miss each other.126 In the recent past, the market has been heavily dependent on the behavior of a single market-maker, IV. As between buyers and sellers in general, there appears to be greater supply than demand for patents,127 which insiders predict may cause a “flight to quality.”128 At this point, it is unclear whether the vision of a robust, liquid “invention capital market” promoted by some129 will actually be realized.

C. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN “ARMS RACE” AND “MARKETPLACE” PARADIGMS

Although the arms race and marketplace paradigms coexist in today’s complex patent ecosystem, they differ significantly in some ways. While the arms race requires symmetry between competitors in order to keep litigation at bay, the marketplace facilitates the exploitation of asymmetries between actors. Defensive patents are the product of portfolio patenting, while “marketplace” portfolios are the product of patent purchasing. In the patent arms race, a defensive patent portfolio sends a signal to the public: Do not sue, or you might be sued. The marketplace, in contrast, allows companies to operate in secrecy. Companies participate in the patent arms race in order to gain freedom to operate, while the patent marketplace supports companies who leverage their freedom to litigate. Each of these contrasts is explored in greater detail below.

1. Symmetric v. Asymmetric Stakes

In the patent arms race, the symmetry of exposure and stakes between market actors is crucial to maintaining a patent stalemate. A pile of patents on each side means that each company has a potential weapon against the other; likewise, the product revenues on both sides mean that each is vulnerable to suit by the other. In the marketplace, the inverse is true—the wide diversity of business models means that
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128. Zaretzki, supra note 78, at 66.
129. See generally Myhrvold, supra note 3 (describing his vision of an invention capital market that would provide funding and strong patents for inventors, among other roles); Joe Mullin, Patent Enforcement Companies Speak at SF Conference, THE PRIOR ART (May 28, 2010, 12:16 PM), http://thepriorart.typepad.com/the_prior_art/2010/05/patent-enforcement-companies-speak-at-sf-conference.html (describing Erich Spangenberg’s projection that the patent market will become more liquid and transactional).
companies can exploit asymmetries to their advantage. Companies that do not make products target the revenues of those that do. Such patentees are not burdened by the need to manage investor expectations or minimize disruption to the company’s core business. Some practicing companies have also taken advantage of asymmetric exposure between themselves and their targets by suing companies that work in areas that they do not, making them invulnerable to countersuit. This phenomenon is documented and explored in greater depth in Part II.A.

2. **Portfolio Patenting v. Patent Purchasing**

“Arms race” and “marketplace” approaches to patenting also differ. In pursuit of the patent arms race, companies generally file for patents on a wide range of inventions. In contrast, portfolios built on purchases from the marketplace tend to be smaller and more focused. With the exception of large portfolio companies like IV and Acacia, many of the patent-assertion entities associated with the patent marketplace have relatively small patent portfolios. For example, the website of Paice, LLC, a Bonita Springs, Florida-based company that has sued Toyota and Ford over hybrid technology, boasts just eleven U.S. patents. Similarly, just five patents were asserted by NTP, Inc., a patent-assertion entity, in a suit against Research In Motion Limited (“RIM”) that led to a $612 million settlement. For a patent-assertion entity, the limiting factor is often not the number of patents but the organizational resources required to assert the patents.

A practicing company’s defensive patent portfolio, in contrast, needs to be larger in order to cover the wide range of technologies that may be relevant in the future. A typical cross-licensing deal between two large companies might involve rights to all patents in the companies’ portfolios, numbering in the thousands.

While small in size, the portfolios of companies like Paice tend to have a higher proportion of “crown jewels.” For example, of the eleven patents listed as being in the Paice portfolio, four have been recognized as among the top nine “most dominant” patents in the hybrid technology field, based on an analysis of patent trends and citations performed by an independent source. Likewise, in a larger study of 565 “troll” patents,
Fisher and Henkel found the “troll” patents to be significantly higher quality than others, contrary to reports that patent-assertion entity patents are generally weak and of low quality.


In the arms race, patents are used to send signals to the public. The primary message that a large patent portfolio sends to competitors is: If sued, I have the ability to retaliate. Patenting activity also conveys to the world that the patentee is innovative and a technology leader. IBM, for example, communicates both of these messages year after year, by publicizing its status as a top patentee.

In contrast, the marketplace allows companies to exploit secrecy to their advantage. Many patent-assertion entities, for example, lack websites that describe what they do. IV, Acacia, and others have assigned their patents to thousands of shell companies and subsidiaries, making it hard to track what they do. This secrecy serves a “troll” business model, in which patentees wait until companies are already practicing an invention to “surprise” them with a suit. For these reasons, patent-assertion entities are more likely to “speak softly and wield a big stick,” as it were, than to publicize their holdings. Practicing companies also have been known to hide information about patent transactions, for example, in order to avoid public scrutiny.

A lack of transparency in the marketplace serves sellers as well as buyers. The anonymity of the marketplace allows companies to transact
with partners with whom they may not want to be publicly associated. However, the opacity of the market creates information asymmetries and opportunities for arbitrage. Intermediaries such as the Patent Troll Tracker, which sought to expose patent trolls as they sued,\footnote{145} Avancept, which uses a variety of methods to research and develop reports about IV,\footnote{146} and PatentFreedom, which amasses and distributes information about patent-assertion entities to its customers,\footnote{147} have arisen to provide data about the market not otherwise readily available.

4. Freedom to Operate v. Freedom to Litigate

While defensive patent portfolios are acquired in order to secure freedom to operate, the marketplace has allowed companies that do not develop technology or products to exploit their freedom to litigate. Patent-assertion entities that do not have competing demands on their time and are invulnerable to countersuit have some advantages in patent litigation over practicing companies. These characteristics enable patent-assertion entities to more credibly threaten to exercise the right to exclude conferred by a patent.

II. The Complex Patent Ecosystem

Together, the patent arms race and patent marketplace form the basis of the “complex patent ecosystem.” While the “superpowers” of the patent arms race and patent-assertion entities of the patent marketplace represent two of the most visible players within the patent environment, today’s ecosystem features many kinds of entities, each with its own distinct business model, patent profile, and patent strategy. This Part describes the various practicing and non-practicing company types within the patent ecosystem, and the relationships between them. It describes how, although often cast as opposites, “arms race” (defensive) and “marketplace” (offensive) patent strategies are in fact closely related.

A. Practicing Companies

Companies that practice their inventions use patents in a variety of ways in the current patent ecosystem. Practicing companies that adopt a defensive stance obtain patents primarily to protect their product revenue,\footnote{148} while companies that strategically or offensively assert their

\footnote{145} Chien, supra note 5, at 1581.
\footnote{146} Avancept, supra note 87, at 18.
\footnote{148} See Apple, Inc., Annual Report (Form 10-K) 56, 62 (Oct. 27, 2009). Apple’s income statement shows “sales” as the single category of income, which in turn is comprised of “revenue from the sale of hardware, software, digital content and applications, peripherals, and service and support contracts.”
patents use them to generate patent-related revenue. According to a common progression, patents acquired defensively to protect product revenues are turned into assets to generate patent revenues.

1. **Defensive Patenting Strategy**

Among modern high-tech companies that practice defensive patenting, Cisco is a good example. It generates its revenue from sales of its products and uses its patents “to defend its freedom to innovate.” This defensive strategy has consisted of obtaining a large portfolio of patents for cross-licensing in order to avoid licensing fees and to prevent competitors from blocking its products. Historically, Cisco did not charge royalties for use of its patents but had a policy of “sharing them as freely as possible,” in order to encourage interoperability with its networking products.

Sun Microsystems, which similarly uses its patents defensively, uses its “patent portfolio to protect communities[] and indemnify customers.” It embraces the open source movement, and has “freed more than 1,600 [of its] patents” to support open-source development.

The company’s approach has been to share, rather than to hold its patents. Sun’s decision to offer JavaScript for free, for example, has been described as a “mapping” strategy, in which a company finds an area of technology that is relatively free of existing rights and does not enforce its own proprietary rights, in order to create a standard in a new technology field. This control of the market can then be leveraged to make money by selling services (including advertising), licenses, or hardware.

In defensive contexts, patents are used to ward off suits, as well as to gain access to technology and to further technological adoption. By
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joining patent pools and entering into related cross-licenses, a company can simultaneously gain rights to the technology of others and encourage use of its own inventions.\textsuperscript{159}

While companies that use patents for defensive purposes usually do not initiate lawsuits, their product revenues make them attractive litigation targets. Samsung and Apple, for example, which have been viewed as mostly defensive in their use of patents,\textsuperscript{160} are among the companies “most pursued” by patent-assertion entities.\textsuperscript{161} With arguably the most to lose and the least to gain from patent litigation, defensive patent companies have strong incentives to buy patents defensively\textsuperscript{162} and to lobby Congress for patent reform.\textsuperscript{163}

2. \textit{Offensive Patent Strategy}

In contrast to a primarily defensive strategy, in which patents are used to protect and grow product revenues, in an offensive patent strategy, companies use their patents to obtain IP revenues.\textsuperscript{164} At times, these patents are in areas in which the company no longer operates or never did. For example, a company may, when exiting a technology area, seek to license the technology in order to recoup past R&D expenses.\textsuperscript{165} Or the company might have patented the technology at an early stage and never developed it. As to such patents, the patent owner is “non-practicing.”\textsuperscript{166} When they assert such patents, companies have been accused of being corporate “trolls.”\textsuperscript{167}

General Electric (“GE”) is a good example. Although the company did not engage in much licensing historically,\textsuperscript{168} in recent years, it has
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\textsuperscript{164} The term “IP revenue” refers to patent-related income generated by licensing, patent sales, and related uses of IP.

\textsuperscript{165} Bernice Lee et al., \textit{Chatham House, Who Owns Our Low Carbon Future? Intellectual Property and Energy Technologies} 6 (2009), (describing such a practice as “divestiture licensing”).

\textsuperscript{166} See Chien, supra note 5, at 1577–78.


\textsuperscript{168} Wayne Reinke, \textit{Patents Should Be the Starting Point for a Solid Licensing Strategy}, MASS HIGH TECH (Mar. 6, 2006), http://www.masshightech.com/stories/2006/03/06/focus4-Patents-should-be-the-starting-point-for-a-solid-licensing-strategy.html (“GE has historically limited the licensing of its patent portfolio. However, according to Jim Aloise, director of global licensing development at GE
developed a business around patent enforcement through its “Trading and Licensing” or “CIF Licensing” division. In 2008, licensing revenues accounted for $291 million, reflecting an annual revenue growth of 15% from the previous year. GE’s strategy has been to focus on licensing non-core technologies in areas in which it is not currently practicing, like consumer electronics. Recently, CIF Licensing sued Agere Systems and Lenovo over modem and MPEG-2 technology, areas outside of GE’s core business.

Other companies that make significant revenue from their patent portfolios include IBM, Lucent, TI, Kodan, Thompson, and Philips. However, each follows its own unique approach. IBM, for example, uses its portfolio to access technology, as well as patent royalties; historically, it has not resorted to litigation. Lucent has a large IP group that licenses technology to third parties before or after the technology has been commercialized. Patent licensing can be highly profitable, given its low marginal costs.

Many practicing companies simultaneously use defensive and offensive patent strategies. In a number of settings, the defensive accumulation of patents has set in motion a progression that has resulted in their strategic licensing and enforcement. Take the example of Harris Licensing, GE has stepped up its efforts in licensing its technology over the past few years.
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177. Phelps & Kline, supra note 35, at xi, 27 (stating that while Marshall Phelps ran IBM’s IP organization from 1971–2000, he “never sued anybody”).

Corporation, a public information technology company that sells hardware and software products. As its Vice President of Intellectual Property, Leslie Hart, testified in 2002, the company started out by having “no patents and . . . and building infringing product.” Once the company started generating revenues, it became the subject of demands for royalties from companies like AT&T and Bell Laboratories. Harris built up its defensive portfolio to defend itself against future demands. At some point, the company had a critical mass of patents that could be used not only defensively but to generate royalties.

In another example, American Express developed a defensive program in direct response to business patent lawsuits that were brought after the State Street decision in 1998. As the company began to protect its IP “just defensively,” it began to realize value from its portfolio. These activities proved so lucrative that patent enforcement grew into a full line of business within the corporation, with its own bottom line profit and loss statement and financial targets. The Xerox Corporation’s formation of the Xerox IP Operations business line in 1998 was similarly motivated by a desire to develop an active patent licensing program based on a large arsenal of patent assets. In a similar vein, Lucent’s licensing business line is tasked with making profits from licensing patents and with providing a good return on the company’s investments in R&D.

Some practicing companies have formed ventures to enforce their patents. Sisvel, for example, is a company that licenses the patents of the consumer electronics company Philips, among others. The company US Ethernet Innovations, located in Tyler, Texas, was formed in order to assert the patents of the 3Com Corporation, which makes networking
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185. Evolving Marketplace II, supra note 76, at 38 (statement of Tracey R. Thomas, Chief IP Strategist and License Negotiator, American Express Co.).
186. Id.
188. Id. at 125.
equipment. It sued twenty-three companies in 2009 and 2010, including Hewlett Packard (HP), Sony, and Toshiba, and was later acquired by HP.  

**FIGURE 1: EXEMPLARY STAGES IN A COMPANY’S PATENT STRATEGY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIMITED REVENUE/EXPOSURE</th>
<th>DEFENSIVE ACCUMULATION</th>
<th>PATENT MONETIZATION/MANAGEMENT</th>
<th>PATENT LINE OF BUSINESS/CORPORATE TROLL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patents for financing, limited revenue/exposure</td>
<td>Patents for freedom to operate (cross-licensing, deter suits)</td>
<td>Patents for freedom to operate and to gain revenues to offset costs of acquisition/support technological adoption</td>
<td>Patents as their own line of business/profit center. Accumulation of patents for offensive purposes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 represents several possible stages in a company’s patent strategy, from startup to defensive accumulation to offensive assertion. Though few companies have traversed the complete pathway, the experiences of American Express and Harris demonstrate the lure of doing so. Patent portfolio building is expensive, and patent enforcement provides one way to subsidize it. Companies that do not have the time, culture, or wherewithal to enforce their own patents can, at least in theory, sell their patents to someone who will. The proceeds from patent enforcement can be used, in turn, to reward inventors and underwrite company operations. It could be argued that patent enforcement programs, by providing a return on R&D expenses, can underwrite and therefore encourage socially desirable innovation.
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193. Evolving Marketplace II, supra note 76, at 43 (statement of Laura G. Quatela, Chief IP Officer & Vice President, Eastman Kodak Co.) (“We’ve begun to sell patents with a targeted program and a staff to support it recently for two reasons. First is to fund the transformation that the company is experiencing from an analog manufacturing space to a digital space, which is a highly expensive transformation, and the second reason is to give our inventors some sense of accomplishment if their inventions are not commercialized. There is a very real tangible satisfaction rate that goes along with picking patents that the company won’t practice and putting them out on the market and realizing the return for the shareholder.”).
However, making the transition from defensive accumulation to patent monetization is neither easy nor automatic. The patents that a company is willing to license may not have commercial value. Even if the patents are being practiced, a company may have neither the means nor the inclination to pursue infringers or possible technology partners. As described earlier, the patent market currently includes too many patents for too few buyers. Unless the leadership within a company views patents as a strategic asset, it is more likely than not that the company will stay in a “defensive” mode.

Only time will tell whether the companies currently perceived to be practicing defensive patent strategies will shift their models over time. Sun, for instance, has offered a number of its patents for sale through public auction, suggesting that their defensive patents may not always remain so. The paragraphs above describe the diversity of practicing company models, from defensive, to offensive, to hybrid models in between.

B. NON-PRACTICING ENTITIES

Entities that do not practice their patents operate along a wide spectrum of business models. Mark Lemley and Nathan Myhrvold have developed a taxonomy of twelve types of patent holders, eleven of which are non-practicing. One industry veteran divides non-practicing entities into three main categories: entities that litigate, entities that license, and individual inventors. Some non-practicing entities are considered “trolls,” while others arguably should not be.
The difficulty with determining what to call entities that do not practice their patents is the wide diversity of what they actually do. Although most entities use patents in a variety of ways, below I place various non-practicing entities into categories based on how they primarily use patents. Research and development entities, for example, use patent license fees to fund technology development; patent-assertion entities, in contrast, primarily use patents to get and distribute licensing fees, rather than to support the development or transfer of technology; defensive patent trusts acquire patents so that they will not be used to sue their licensees; and startups acquire patents primarily in order to deter copying and attract financing. As a company’s business model evolves over time, the company may move from one category to another.

1. Research and Development Entities

A research and development entity is a non-practicing patentee that develops its own technology. This category includes universities, who patent the inventions developed in their labs and on their campuses in order to earn licensing revenues and to facilitate technology transfer. Universities generally license rather than assign their technology but also at times enforce their patents in the courtroom. The category of R&D entity includes companies like Tessera, Rambus, and Qualcomm, that, like universities, also manage large research budgets, but in a corporate setting. These companies supply upstream technology to manufacturers, rather than make it themselves.

While R&D entities have been accused of being trolls, their primary activity is the development of new technologies, which they support through technology licensing. The standard paradigm of university technology transfer is to license patents ex ante, as part of the larger technology transfer mandate of the university, rather than to wait until a company has independently developed and commercialized an infringing product. Three-quarters of Tessera’s employees are engaged


205 Though they certainly have been accused of launching surprise attacks, too. See, e.g., ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION & DEV., supra note 64, at 35, 37 (describing alleged “patent ambushes” by Rambus and Qualcomm).

206 See Thursby et al., supra note 202, at 70 (“Most inventions which evolve from university research are disclosed at a very early stage of development . . . .”).
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in R&D, and the company maintains a facility for and earns revenue from manufacturing optic products and components. Qualcomm also derives revenue from the sale of hardware which it manufactures by outsourcing to its many foundry partners. Rambus does not sell products but has a sizeable R&D budget and offers engineering services as part of the licenses it gives to the company’s technology. In these ways, these R&D entities are distinguishable from companies that focus primarily on patent assertion.

However, with their large patent portfolios, R&D entities are well poised to shift their emphasis to enforcement. Canadian company Wi-LAN, for example, decided in 2006 to change its focus from commercializing its technology to monetizing patents it has acquired from others, as well as those it has developed internally. MOSAID is another example of a company that has transitioned away from research and towards patent assertion. Although both companies still have R&D budgets, patent assertion has become their primary business.

2. Patent-Assertion Entities

Patent-assertion entities are focused on the enforcement, rather than the active development or commercialization of their patents. Patent-assertion entities can be further divided into several types—large-portfolio companies, small-portfolio companies, and individuals.

The largest of the patent-assertion portfolio companies are Acacia, IV, and John Desmarais’s Round Rock Research LLC. Acacia is a licensing university technology (2007) [hereinafter Public Interest], http://www.autm.net/Nine_Points_to.Consider.htm (“In considering enforcement of their intellectual property, it is important that universities be mindful of their primary mission to use patents to promote technology development for the benefit of society.”).
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216. The last of which is described infra, at note 318 and accompanying text.
publicly traded company that, through its subsidiaries, enforces the patents of individual inventors, small companies, and even large companies seeking to monetize their patents. It generally splits the revenues it receives, giving half to the inventor and retaining half for itself, in a kind of “outsourcing” model. Acacia both licenses and litigates as part of its enforcement campaigns. Through its subsidiaries, the company was involved in 308 lawsuits from its founding in 1993 to 2008 and has generated $410 million in revenues.

IV acquires, develops, and licenses patents for fees and equity investments, at times resorting to litigation. It has purchased most of the patents in its 30,000-plus patent portfolio from all types of patentees—individual inventors, universities, nonprofits, big companies such as Enron, and failed startups. This portfolio has generated over $1 billion. For example, in 2008 IV obtained $200–400 million from Cisco, as well as $100 million in licensing fees and an additional $250 million in an equity investment from Verizon. In 2009 it secured a $120 million licensing deal with Intuit. To fund its activities, IV’s investors have committed billions of dollars in capital. They include both traditional

217. Acacia Techs., supra note 101, at 3 ("[P]atent owners who engage with us are primarily inventors and small companies who have limited resources to deal with unauthorized users, but include some large companies looking to turn their patents into revenue.").
219. McCurdy, supra note 17, at 80.
221. Don Clark & Dionne Searcey, Big Patent Firm Sues Nine Tech Firms, Wall St. J. (Dec. 9, 2010), http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304576007444122372926.html (describing a suit brought by IV against technology companies). But see Myhrvold, supra note 3, at 46 (“While I don’t rule [litigation] out, I see it as a highly undesirable recourse for several reasons: It’s expensive, it’s unpredictable, and it takes years.”).
224. Verizon Communications Inc., Quarterly Report (Form 10-Q) 15 (June 30, 2008) (“During the second quarter of 2008, we entered into an agreement to acquire a non-exclusive license (the ‘IP License’) to a portfolio of intellectual property owned by an entity formed for the purpose of acquiring and licensing intellectual property. We paid an initial fee of $100 million for the IP License, which is being amortized over the expected useful lives of the licensed intellectual property. In addition, we executed a subscription agreement (with a capital commitment of up to $250 million to be funded as required through 2012) to become a member in a limited liability company (the ‘LLC’) formed by the same entity for the purpose of acquiring and licensing additional intellectual property. In connection with this investment, we will receive non-exclusive license rights to certain intellectual property acquired by the LLC for an annual license fee.”).
investors, such as pension funds, and Fortune 500 companies, whose
to operate through its patent
licenses. As such, IV embodies a “value added” model of patent
holding—by aggregating rights in various technology areas, it can
provide companies with greater freedom to operate. In addition to litigating, IV has sold patents to companies that
have used its patents to do so. Many patent-assertion entities have fewer patents. For example, Texas company Stragent LLC, which has targeted wireless companies, Google, and Audi, is listed as the assignee on at least sixty U.S. patents or patent applications. Las Vegas-based Synchrome Technologies has sued Samsung, Panasonic and other electronics device makers based on a portfolio of fewer than ten patents. Patent-assertion entities have bought such portfolios in public auctions and then used them to sue others.

A number of independent inventors have turned their focus away
from the active development or practice of their patents and have moved
towards patent enforcement. At that point, they have become patent-assertion entities. Independent inventors are among the most litigious actors in the patent system. According to one study, a single individual, Ron Katz, is an inventor on twenty of the top hundred most litigated

226. Myhrvold, supra note 3, at 44. Its investors include Microsoft, Apple, Google, and eBay. See supra note 124 and accompanying text.

227. Public Interest, supra note 207.

228. To the extent it sells portfolios of patents to support the development of technology, IV, through some transactions, may also more closely resemble an R&D entity than a patent-assertion entity.

229. See, e.g., Elinson, supra note 125 (describing litigation by Picture Frame Innovations, LLC of patent acquired from an IV shell company).
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233. Based on a review of the assignment record, using the following link, sixty-five patents were found. Stragent, LLC and Stragent Technologies, LLC are presumed to be the same entity as they share identical address information. Assignments on the Web, U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, http://assignments.uspto.gov/assignments/?db=pat (use search term “stragent” in searchbox “Assignee Name”).


235. Ewing, supra note 102, at 68 (“At least four patent lots purchased at auction by NPEs have been used in patent litigation.”).
patents of all time. Other famous independent inventor-litigants include Jerome Lemelson, discussed earlier, and Robert Kearns, whose dispute with U.S. car companies over intermittent windshield wiper technology was popularized in the movie, *Flash of Genius*. Microsoft cofounder Paul Allen has used the patents of his former startup, Interval Corporation, to sue high-profile internet companies.

While success in the courtroom varies, independent inventors tend to share certain characteristics. Often lacking the deep pockets of practicing companies, individual inventors are more likely to partner with contingency-fee lawyers in their patent-assertion campaigns. Because they have often also developed the patents they assert, individual inventors are perceived to be more personally invested in the suits they bring than are companies who buy their patents in the marketplace. This may explain why such suits tend to last longer than those brought by other types of patentees.

3. Defensive Patenting Funds

Some non-practicing entities buy patents defensively. Of the defensive aggregators, RPX is the largest. By February 2010, it had signed thirty-five members and spent more than $200 million to acquire 1300 patents and patent rights, all in high-tech areas. After buying patents, the company licenses them to their members, who pay an annual fee which has been between $35,000 and $4.9 million for rights to RPX’s patent cache. RPX reserves the right to sell or license the patents, with perpetual licenses to its members.

Following a similar business model, Allied Securities Trust (“AST”) buys and licenses patents to its members and then seeks to sell the patents with the licenses, within a year.

236. Allison et al., supra note 199, at 35–37.
237. See supra notes 79–85 and accompanying text.
240. Sandburg, supra note 85, at 2 (“Niro, Scavone, Haller & Niro … tends to represent little guys who can’t afford to litigate against major corporations.”).
241. Chien, supra note 5, at 1574.
242. Id. at 1605 tbl.6 (showing so-called “David v. Goliath suits,” suits initiated by independent inventors, as lasting 14.6 months on average, longer than any single category).
243. *RPX Membership Jumps to 35 Companies*, RPX (Feb. 16, 2010), http://www.rpxcorp.com/index.cfm?pageid=32&itemid=6 (“To date, RPX has invested over $200 million to acquire more than 1,300 patents and patent rights in the mobile, Internet search, telecommunications, networking, consumer electronics, and e-commerce—including data and transaction processing—markets.”).
following a “catch and release” strategy. Following this business model, AST has reported that more than 80% of the money spent on patent acquisitions has been returned to its members.

While these trusts can reduce some risk for their members, it is hard to tell whether they will really make a dent. Even assuming that the few thousands of patents bought by these two consortia represent lawsuits avoided, patent-assertion entities like IV, which already has 30,000 patents in its portfolio, are continuing to amass patents at a rapid pace. The “release” portion of the aggregator strategy also arguably subjects non-members to greater risks from patent-assertion entities who must focus their efforts on fewer targets that do not belong to the trust.

4. Startups

Startups are recently formed companies that do not have a long operating history. Whether comprising a few founders or a multi-person operation, individual startups are generally engaged in developing and commercializing their products. As such they are often not actively “practicing” their inventions but rather preparing to do so. In response to the 2008 Berkeley Patent Survey, startups reported that the main reasons they patent are to deter others from copying and to attract financing.

C. The Complex Patent Ecosystem

Within the ecosystem occupied by the actors just described, no one paradigm—arms race or marketplace—dominates. Product companies that use patents solely to protect their revenue against competitors have become a minority. A wide variety of companies and patent uses have taken their place. The competing and even contradictory approaches of


250. Ronald J. Gilson, Locating Innovation: The Endogeneity of Technology, Organizational Structure, and Financial Contracting, 110 COLUM. L. REV. 885, 894–95 (2010) (describing the process by which startups are created initially, by forming an idea, securing venture capital, and then using that capital to develop the original idea to become successful).

251. Graham et al., supra note 1, at 1299, fig.2 (2009).
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the arms race and marketplace operate alongside each other, not only within industries, but also oftentimes within companies. A company may use certain patents defensively to gain freedom to operate, but it may also opportunistically sell its patents or sue upon them. It may enjoy patent détente with certain of its competitors while also exploiting the asymmetric stakes it has with companies whose products are covered by its patents. Some non-practicing entities sue established companies for infringement of patents they have acquired, and others develop their own technology and seek to commercialize it. Each company is unique, and the approach a company takes to its patents in one area may differ significantly from the approach it takes in another. These profiles make it harder to make value judgments about companies based solely on whether they do or do not practice their patents.

III. The Legacy of the Patent Cold War

The previous two Parts describe the new complex patent ecosystem. The following three Parts explore its implications for the way we think about the patent system. In Part III, I explore the impact of defensive patenting on the new complex ecosystem. Defensive patenting has likely helped companies avoid some lawsuits. However, patent arsenals have left companies defenseless against patent-assertion entities and vulnerable to claims of other practicing companies that sue in areas where they do not practice. Defensive patenting has arguably also taken its toll on the patent system—driving the demand for low-quality patents, consuming company resources and time, and creating a large number of unused patents. These dynamics form the complicated legacy of the patent cold war for the new complex ecosystem.

A. The Fallacy of Defensive Patenting

Companies file for patents defensively in order to gain freedom to operate. However, the grant of a patent does not confer a positive right to practice one’s own inventions; rather, it gives patentees the right to exclude others from making, using, or selling their inventions. Defensive-patenting theory glosses over this distinction and equates patents with the positive right to practice instead of a negative right to exclude. In a “cold war” environment in which players patent and

253. Although it has not stopped companies from engaging in significant patent battles, for example, over 3G wireless technology, see Chien, supra note 5, at 1984, or smartphones, as described in Don Clark & Shayndi Raice, Corporate News: Tech Firms Intensify Patent Spats—Spate of Lawsuits Concentrate on Mobile-Phone Market as Rivals Aggressively Seek Strategic Edge, WALL ST. J., Oct. 4, 2010, at B3.
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practice related inventions, however, this association approximates reality: a company’s patent portfolio protects it from attacks.

Today’s complex patent ecosystem exposes the logical fallacy behind defensive patenting. The right to exclude has lost its force in a world that pits practicing companies against patent-assertion entities and corporate “trolls.” In the late 2000s, the share of all high-tech patent suits brought by non-practicing entities had risen to 20%.

For some product companies, the proportion of suits brought by patent-assertion entities as compared to all suits has been much higher, comprising “virtually all” of them. As President Obama has said, “the threat of global nuclear war has gone down, but the risk of a nuclear attack has gone up.” Many high-tech companies feel the same way about patent disputes: While company relations with competitors are relatively stable, they find themselves increasingly vulnerable to the demands of patent-assertion entities.

B. A Partial Truce

Although defensive patenting has been ineffective against patent-assertion entities, it has likely contributed to the filing of fewer suits between competitors, certainly fewer than otherwise could have been filed over the past two decades. While it is hard to isolate the chilling effect attributable to the threat of retaliatory patent suits, as opposed to other deterrents to lawsuits such as company reputation, interdependence, and culture, the arms race almost certainly has made companies think twice before initiating litigation. Despite what has likely been the widespread cross-infringement of patents by companies in high-tech industries, no company with a large patent portfolio has been driven out of business by patent litigation thus far.

At the same time, however, defensive patenting has failed to bring about systemic “patent peace” between large companies. Suits between large companies over high-tech inventions represent 28% of all high-tech patent disputes.

257. However, by obtaining a patent defensively, a company prevents someone else from obtaining a patent over the same invention and makes it harder for related inventions to be patented, by creating prior art. I thank Eric Friedman for making this point to me.

258. Chien, supra note 5, at 1604 fig.2 & n.168. Suits by individuals and nonprofits accounted for another 6% of suits in the dataset studied and were not included in this total. See id. at 1600 tbl.3.

259. Yen, supra note 138, at 2 (“[V]irtually all of the litigation activity has been with non-practicing entities with no appreciable business of making or selling products or services.”).
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In a study of high-tech patent suits, I found that such suits were not only more common than other types of suits, but that they also lasted longer. On average, suits between large companies lasted 14.0 months, while non-practicing suits took an average of 9.1 months to resolve. These results suggest that defensive patenting has, at best, brought about a partial patent peace among practicing companies.

One reason for this may be that defensive patenting works best when the parties are equally matched, with portfolios that cover each other’s products. As noted earlier, the new patent ecosystem features a high degree of asymmetry between patentees. Do these asymmetries in exposure contribute to the large numbers of suits between large companies? To answer this question, I compared plaintiffs and defendants in large company suits and the high-tech industries they operated in, based on their NAICS and SIC codes. I then analyzed the extent of overlap between the companies.

The results suggest that asymmetries between practicing companies are being exploited even in large company suits. Among the 575 hardware and software “large company” lawsuits between 2000 and 2008, less than a third of the suits involved head-on competitors, that is, companies with the same primary industry segment (Table 1). While some 40% of the cases involved some overlap, nearly a third of disputes involved companies that had no overlapping lines of business at all. As a share of all disputes, this means that less than 9% of all high-tech suits studied involved large companies in the same primary line of business, while the remainder had some or no overlap. These findings are consistent with other empirical findings. To some degree, they show that the arms race is succeeding at deterring litigation—less than 10% of

---

263. Id. at 1605 tbl.5. In comparison, non-practicing entity suits comprised 19% of the total, and suits brought by individuals (“David versus Goliath” suits) comprised 4% of the total. Id.
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265. A suit in which the plaintiff and defendant each comprise a large company. See the methodology of identification described in Of Trolls, Chien supra note 5, at Part II.
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all suits involved large companies in the same technology areas. However, they are also striking, because they provide empirical evidence that large companies are exploiting asymmetries in the patent system by targeting companies whose businesses differ, in some cases significantly, from their own.

Table 1: Industry Overlap in Patent Litigations Between Large High-Tech Companies from 2003 to 2008 (n = 575)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extent of Industry Overlap</th>
<th>Match of Primary Industry Segment</th>
<th>Non-primary Industry Segment Overlap</th>
<th>No Overlap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAICS</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIC</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the data reported in Table 1 describes various types of high-tech suits, it does not measure “avoided” suits. Patent licenses can serve as a proxy for such suits insofar as they represent patent truces reached without resort to litigation. The literature on patent pools, voluntary organizations whose purpose is to “pool[] a group of patents into a single licensing package,”269 provides insight into why negotiations between parties may break down.

Patent pools that represent a “preemptive attempt to quash . . . [patent] fighting”270 have the same aims as defensive patenting. Though they come in many varieties, pools that feature vertically integrated firms essentially act as large industry cross-licenses.271 In such pools, contributors to the pool both own the patent and manufacture the technology and therefore, pay into and receive royalties from the pool. However, patent pools can fail when parties “can’t decide who gets what. Everyone thinks their portfolio is more valuable . . . .”272 Rather than opting into a patent pool, a non-joiner may choose to press for licenses on its own terms or to reserve the right to litigate.273 Thus, even when company portfolios overlap, they rarely will be equally matched, either in

---
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272. Ramsay, supra note 270 (quoting Derek Aberle, President of Technology Licenses, Qualcomm).

reality, or in the opinion of the parties. Sometimes, for competitive reasons, companies will want injunctions, not royalties. Such factors will lead companies to initiate litigation, even against defendants with large portfolios.

C. THE IMPACT OF THE PATENT ARMS RACE ON THE PATENT SYSTEM

The promise of the patent arms race is more patents and fewer lawsuits. While defensive patenting has likely led to fewer of certain types of lawsuits, it has unequivocally led to more patents. Although companies build patent portfolios for many reasons,\textsuperscript{274} defensive motives in particular drive the accumulation of large numbers of low-cost patents. Other motives for building patent portfolios are less likely to be associated with large patent portfolios and the companies that acquire them. The large companies that top the list of patentees,\textsuperscript{275} year after year, do not generally need to file for patents in order to attract investment or to signal the company’s value—there are more direct measures of their performance, including revenue and new product introductions. Patents are needed, however, to cross-license, deter litigation, and prevent others from patenting the same invention. As one panelist commented during the 2009 FTC hearings, “from a defensive perspective having a portfolio that has heft and [is] perceived to have critical mass is really important.”\textsuperscript{276} In today’s complex patent ecosystem, from a defensive perspective, size still matters.\textsuperscript{277}

In this Part, I consider the impact of defensive patenting on the patent system. Scholars have previously worried that excessive patenting is problematic, because it drives up the cost of entry for small firms.\textsuperscript{278} While empirical research suggests that entry into the software industry

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[274] See, e.g., Parchomovsky & Wagner, supra note 63, at 31–39 (citing scale and diversity features of patent portfolios); see also Stuart J.H. Graham & Ted Sichelman, Why Do Start-Ups Patent?, 23 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1063, 1063–70 (2008) (listing reasons, including maintaining supra-competitive prices, generating license revenue, developing an arsenal for cross-licensing, securing investment and financing, shielding, bullying, blocking and preemptively patenting, substituting for nondisclosure agreements, and enhancing a company’s image).
\item[275] In 2009, for example, the top companies were IBM, Samsung, Hitachi, Microsoft, Canon, Intel, Panasonic, Toshiba, Fujitsu, and Sony. INTELL. PROP. OWNERS ASS’N, TOP 300 ORGANIZATIONS GRANTED U.S. PATENTS IN 2008 1 (2009), available at http://www.ipo.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Home&TEMPLATE=/CM/ContentDisplay.cfm&CONTENTID=22339.
\item[276] See, e.g., Evolving Marketplace III, supra note 57, at 128 (statement of Horacio E. Gutierrez, Corporate Vice President & Deputy General Counsel, Microsoft Corp.).
\item[277] See, e.g., Evolving Marketplace I, supra note 40, at 87 (testimony of Sarah Harris, Vice President & Chief IP Counsel, AOL LLC) (“[AOL] ha[s] been able to come back and use our portfolio defensively, so that’s really promoted and encouraged us to continue filing more patent applications . . . .”); id. at 83 (testimony of Russ Slifer, Chief Patent Counsel, Micron Technology, Inc.) (describing that the need for a large portfolio continues to drive filing for a large number of patents).
\item[278] See, e.g., ERIC VON HIPPEL, THE SOURCES OF INNOVATION 53 (1988) (“[T]he true value of a patent grant is negative because it requires all to assume the overhead burden of defensive patenting.”).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
has remained robust, and that researchers in other industries have not in fact been deterred by “over” patenting.\textsuperscript{279} I argue that the practice of defensive patenting has had other, largely overlooked, side effects. These side effects contribute to the problem of low patent quality and create large numbers of unused patents that, in today’s complex patent ecosystem, ironically have the potential to increase, rather than to decrease, patent hold-up.

1. High-Volume, Low-Cost, and Quality Patenting

If a patentee plans to hold the majority of its patents defensively, rather than to assert or enforce them offensively, the patents do not need to be high-quality. Since the patents are unlikely to ever be tested in court, or even in a licensing negotiation, the quantity of patents, rather than the quality of any individual patent, is more important. For this reason, companies that patent defensively have adopted a high-volume, low-cost approach to building their portfolios.\textsuperscript{280} They invest a limited amount of company time in each patent and are unlikely to conduct pre-patentability searches.\textsuperscript{281} Fixed-fee, fee cap, and volume pricing arrangements may be used to reduce costs.\textsuperscript{282} According to a 2008 account, a typical high-volume, low-cost patent filing program was priced at around $7500 per application and $1800 per U.S. office action response,\textsuperscript{283} about 25% less than the average.\textsuperscript{284} When companies make it their objective to file for a certain number of patents—whether set by investor expectations, competitive benchmarking, or another process—the focus tends to be on the question, “what can I patent?” instead of “what is this patent’s strategic objective?”

The limited investment made in each individual patent contributes to lower-quality examination as well, making it less likely that patentees will take the time to provide meaningful information to the USPTO.

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{279}{Robert P. Merges, Patents, Entry and Growth in the Software Industry 12–13 (Aug. 1, 2006) (unpublished article), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=926204; see also Rebecca S. Eisenberg, Noncompliance, Nonenforcement, Nonproblem?: Rethinking the Anticommons in Biomedical Research, 45 Hous. L. Rev. 1059, 1061 (2008) (describing empirical studies that suggest fears that upstream patents will deter downstream research have largely failed to materialize); Ronald J. Mann, Do Patents Facilitate Financing in the Software Industry?, 83 Tex. L. Rev. 961, 968 tbl.1 (summarizing the positive effects of patents for pre-revenue startups, later-stage startups, and large firms).}

\footnote{280}{See generally Parchomovsky & Wagner, supra note 63; see also Craig Opperman & Carina Tan, Getting Less for More, INTELL. ASSET MGMT., Dec./Jan. 2008, at 8, 8–9, (discussing low-cost, volume-based patenting).}

\footnote{281}{Sterne et al., supra note 15, at 22.}

\footnote{282}{Id.}

\footnote{283}{Opperman & Tan, supra note 280, at 8–9.}

\footnote{284}{As compared to an average price of $10,903 for a relatively complex new electrical/computer application and $3165 for an amendment/argument. AM. INTELL. PROP. LAW ASS’N, REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC SURVEY app. at I-73–I-74 (2007).}

\footnote{285}{See supra note 55 and accompanying text.}
\end{footnotes}
regarding the references they are obligated to disclose. The Public Patent Advisory Committee has commented,

Candidly, a further cause of ever-increasing pendency is clearly applicants’ behavior itself. From...the late filing of information disclosure statements (IDS), to the failure to file any illuminating information, or the inclusion of large numbers of less relevant references in such statements, applicants severely and directly impact an examiner’s ability to perform focused, timely and quality examinations.\(^{286}\)

When a company begins to patent, its first priority is to protect its “platform” or “pioneering” technologies. Along with patents on new innovations, a company will defensively acquire non-core, “portfolio-builder” patents that cover smaller, more incremental inventions, which are further removed from the company’s core operations and represent inventions with limited commercialization potential.\(^{287}\) The net effect is that patents acquired primarily for defensive reasons are likely not only to have received less time and attention, but also to cover less important, more marginal inventions. By creating a demand for patents that are never intended to be enforced, the patent arms race has arguably contributed to the problem of low-quality patents.

2. Patent Backlog

Defensive patenting has also been blamed for exacerbating backlog at the USPTO.\(^{288}\) Although average pendencies have grown across the board,\(^{289}\) applications examined in the computer software, architecture, and communications technology centers at the USPTO have had to wait significantly longer to receive examination. In 2008, for example, the USPTO took five-to-seven months longer to begin examination of applications in these technology areas, and they spent nearly a year longer in examination, on average.\(^{290}\)

Not surprisingly, in the technology areas where backlog has been the longest, exceptionally strong growth in new applications has also
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289. USPTO ANN. REP., supra note 286, at 9 (describing increases in overall pendency from twenty-five months in 1999 to thirty-two months in 2007, and up to forty-three months in some art areas).

occurred. The percentage of overall applications in these areas doubled or tripled between 1990 and 2005 (Figure 2).\footnote{Patent Application Full Text and Image Database, U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, http://appft1.uspto.gov/netacgi/PTO/search-all.html (last visited Dec. 17, 2010). The table was created based on the information in this database.} The growth of these new applications has apparently outpaced the USPTO’s ability to scale up its examination resources.

**Figure 2: New Patent Applications at the USPTO**

![Graph showing new patent applications at the USPTO]

Although it is unclear how much of the blame patentees really deserve for the backlog, a lack of focus on the applicant side can slow the examination process. The backlog impacts all users of the system, as important patent applications languish along with the less important ones in the line at the USPTO.\footnote{See expansion of this sentiment in Competition FTC Hearing II, supra note 16, at 681 (statement of Robert Barr, Vice President for IP and Worldwide Patent Counsel, Cisco Systems, Inc.).}

3. **Patent Stockpiles**

Another consequence of the patent arms race is that it has left practicing companies with large numbers of unused patents. By unused, I mean that these patents are not being practiced and lack strategic value.\footnote{See, e.g., Davis & Harrison, supra note 22, at 145 (describing Dow's classification, in 1993, of its patents into three categories, including “No Business Interest (available for licensing, allow to expire, abandon),” and noting that 25% of its patents proved to be in this category).} BTG International has found that two-thirds of all U.S. firms have patent assets that they fail to exploit.\footnote{Phelps & Kline, supra note 35, at 138.} According to one estimate, “at least 20 percent of [most significant patent portfolios] could be sold with no negative impact on the IP position, either offensively or defensively.”\footnote{McCurdy, supra note 149, at 15.} As described earlier, the cultural barriers that have
historically prevented practicing companies from selling their patents have begun to disintegrate. As they do, more companies have made their patents available for sale.\textsuperscript{296}

The patent marketplace now provides a way for companies to dispose of their unused patents. However, it also creates a risk that the patents will be used to hold-up other practicing companies, at a cost that far exceeds what the practicing company itself could have demanded for the patent. As Brian Kahin has said, the new patent environment is characterized by a “growing temptation to release patents from portfolios to those who can make ‘better’ use of them,” without fear of public reprisal, counter-assertions, or repeated interactions with competitor targets.\textsuperscript{297} As detailed below in Part IV.A, a number of corporate origin patents have been sold to entities that have turned around and asserted them against other practicing companies.

D. THE LEGACY OF THE PATENT ARMS RACE

In sum, then, the patent arms race has had impacts on the patent system that extend beyond the simple formula of more patents, fewer lawsuits. While deterring some suits, patent arsenals have left companies defenseless against patent-assertion entities, which do not create anything, as well as against practicing companies, who sue in areas where they do not operate. Defensive patenting has also taken its toll on the patent system—driving the demand for low-quality patents and creating a large number of unused patents. While these developments do not justify the wholesale abandonment of defensive patenting, which has had some deterrent effect, they do reveal an overlooked contributor to patent quality and patent hold-up problems: the patent arms race.

IV. PATENT PATHWAYS AND PATENT VALUE IN THE COMPLEX PATENT ECOSYSTEM

In the previous Part, I discussed the impact of the patent arms race on the complex patent ecosystem. In this Part, I address the implications of changes to the patent ecosystem for how patents are valued. According to an important strand of patent literature, a patent’s value and the related likelihood of litigation can be predicted by looking at the characteristics of the patent at the time of issue. Attributes such as the number of claims, time in prosecution, and amount of prior art cited by the patent are assumed to predict into which of two camps a patent will fall: “worthless”—likely to sit on the shelf and never to be enforced—or “valuable.”\textsuperscript{298}

\textsuperscript{296} See supra Part I.B.2.a; supra note 198 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{297} See Kahin, supra note 6, at 11.
Several proposals to address patent quality are built around the core assumption that certain patents are objectively more valuable than others, and that this can be determined prospectively.\textsuperscript{299} One proposal is deferred examination, which assumes that patent applicants can tell which patents are important during the patent prosecution process.\textsuperscript{300} Another proposal is to “gold-plate” patent prosecution, which would require patent applicants to elect which track a patent should be examined during prosecution.\textsuperscript{301}

However, in the current complex patent ecosystem, a patent may change hands several times during its life. As a patent traverses its patent “pathway,” it gains a new context and a new purpose. The value a patentee is likely to extract from a patent by asserting it against others—what I call the “exclusion value” of a patent—can fluctuate considerably as the patent is sold. In the following paragraphs, I describe several cases and mechanisms by which patents have gone from defensive to offensive, and vice versa, as they have been bought and sold on the patent marketplace. I then discuss the implications of these patent pathways for theories of patent value.

\section{Offensive Uses for Defensive Patents}

As described earlier, companies have found a number of ways to offensively assert portfolios of patents initially developed defensively. A number of companies, like Harris and American Express, have found it profitable to enforce, through licensing, their once defensive portfolios.\textsuperscript{302} Others, like General Electric, have organized company subsidiaries to sue companies in technology areas in which they do not practice.\textsuperscript{303} Practicing company patents, when sold on the market, can also end up being asserted by patent- assertion entities. In a forthcoming study of patents litigated by the “most litigious” patentees, Risch reports that

\footnotesize{profile of valuable patents based on an empirical analysis); Mark A. Lemley, \textit{Rational Ignorance at the Patent Office}, 95 NW. U. L. REV. 1495, 1507 n.55 (2001) (estimating that only 5\% of patents are the subject of licensing and 1.5\% are the subject of litigation, and noting that the balance is largely ignored); Kimberley Moore, \textit{Worthless Patents}, 20 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 1521, 1522–25 (2005).

299. Allison, \textit{supra} note 298, at 438 (“Our data conclusively demonstrate that valuable patents differ in substantial ways from ordinary patents both at the time the applications are filed and during their prosecution.” (emphasis added)).

300. \textit{See, e.g.,} Steven Bennet & David Kappos, \textit{Inside Views: Deferred Examination: A Solution Whose Time Has Come}, Intell. Prop. Watch (Mar. 12, 2009), http://www.ip-watch.org/weblog/2009/03/12/inside-views-deferred-examination-a-solution-whose-time-has-come/ (describing deferred examination as a process in which applicants can decide which applications are “most important” and which are less important).


over a third came from public companies or their subsidiaries. Some of the more prominent examples of corporate-origin patents being asserted by patent-assertion entities are discussed below.

Saxon Innovations is a patent-assertion entity that has brought enforcement actions in U.S. district court and in the International Trade Commission. Its campaigns are based on a patent portfolio comprised of nearly 200 patents covering technology developed by chipmaker Advanced Micro Devices ("AMD"). Saxon acquired the patents in 2007 by acquiring Legerity, an AMD spinoff, from another company called Zarlink. Using these patents, Saxon has obtained licenses from LG Electronics Inc., HTC Corporation, Nokia Corporation, and Research In Motion Limited and sued Apple, Nokia, Casio, and Samsung.

Similarly, around fifty patents of Conexant, a publicly traded semiconductor company that makes integrated circuits for various electronic devices, have ended up in the hands of a three-person patent-enforcement entity called WiAV, LLC. The assignment history of the patents reveals a convoluted past. From Conexant, which was once a subsidiary of Rockwell International Corporation, the patents were assigned to Washington Sub, a wholly owned subsidiary that merged into Alpha Industries and then changed its name to Skyworks Solutions, Inc. Skyworks' patents were then assigned to WiAV. Using this
Conexant-developed portfolio, WiAV has sued Motorola, Kyocera, RIM, and Apple, among others.\footnote{317} In the largest corporate patent sale to a patent-assertion entity to date, Micron, the largest U.S. maker of computer memory chips, sold 4,500 patents to seasoned patent litigator John Desmarais.\footnote{318} The patents cover chipmaking, photo imaging, search, and radio frequency identification, and represent some 20% of Micron’s entire portfolio.\footnote{319} Desmarais’s law firm, Round Rock Research LLC, has offered the patents for license\footnote{320} and sued at least one company.\footnote{321} According to a study performed by CPA Global’s monetization specialist, a subset of the patents are of very high quality.\footnote{322} Micron made the sale, according to its SEC filings, to help the company recoup some of its technology investments.\footnote{323} Micron’s counsel has previously spoken publicly about the negative impacts of patent-assertion entities,\footnote{324} opening the company up to potential charges of hypocrisy in entering into, and potentially continuing to have a stake in, Desmarais’s enforcement activities.\footnote{325}

B. DEFENSIVE USES FOR OFFENSIVE PATENTS

The previous Part provides several examples of how defensive patents have been made available, through the patent market or corporate reorganization, for offensive campaigns. Trading in patents has created additional options for defensive strategies as well. When a practicing company is sued by another practicing company, it may be able to defend itself by buying patents from the marketplace. Companies

\footnote{316. Based on a review of the assignment record, using the following link, eighty-eight patents were assigned by Skyworks to WiAV. Assignments on the Web, U.S. PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE, http://assignments.uspto.gov/assignments/q/?db=pat&reel=019899&frame=0305 (use “019899” and “0305” in searchboxes “Reel” and “Frame” respectively).
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323. Micron Technology, Annual Report (Form 10-K) 8 (Oct. 28, 2009) (“[Micron] has recovered some of its investment in technology through sales of intellectual property rights to joint venture partners and other third parties.”).

324. See Competition FTC Hearing II, supra note 16, at 685-86 (statement of Joel Poppen, Dir. of Patent Litigation & Licensing, Micron Technology, Inc.).

can also use the marketplace to quickly adapt their patent portfolios to their defensive, or other, objectives.

One of the main reasons for having a defensive portfolio is to give the holder of the portfolio a way to retaliate if it is sued. However, if the accused does not have patents relevant to the plaintiff’s operations, it may be able to turn to the patent marketplace. Several companies have successfully used this tactic to neutralize lawsuits brought against them. In *Hewlett-Packard v. Acer, Inc.*, described below, the patents were held by patent-assertion entities before being used by a practicing company in its counter assertion against another practicing company. In *Matsushita v. Samsung*, a practicing company defendant bought a patent for defensive purposes from a patentee several months before it went bankrupt.

In March 2007, Hewlett Packard brought a suit against rival corporation, Acer.\(^{326}\) Several months later, Acer bought several patents from Industrial Technology Research Institute,\(^{327}\) a Taiwanese research organization that licenses its technology.\(^{328}\) It asserted these in a countersuit against HP.\(^{329}\) By mid-2008, the lawsuit was settled.\(^{330}\)

In a suit filed on January 25, 2002 by Matsushita Electric against Samsung, Samsung counterclaimed for infringement of patent 5,481,693.\(^{331}\) Samsung had bought the patent from SonicBlue Inc,\(^{332}\) several months after the assignment, SonicBlue filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection.\(^{333}\) Over the course of the litigation, Samsung also counterclaimed patents that it had previously obtained from a government agency\(^{334}\) and from other practicing companies.\(^{335}\)

---


332. See Assignment History, supra note 327 (search in “patent number” field for U.S. No. Patent “5481693”, showing transfer from SonicBlue to Samsung with an execution date of 11/14/2002).


334. See Assignment History, supra note 327 (search in “patent number” field for U.S. No. Patent 5181299, which was assigned from a Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fur Luft, Germany’s aerospace
The foregoing examples demonstrate how companies have used patents offered for sale on the patent marketplace to supplement their own portfolios. In each case, a defendant company used a patent that had been bought, rather than developed internally, to counter a lawsuit. During litigation, a single relevant patent can be worth more than the contents of a large portfolio. As long as the right patents are available for sale, patentees can make acquisitions as-needed, relieving some of the pressure to anticipate and plan for disputes ex ante.

The extent to which the strategy of acquiring patents “on demand” will be useful remains to be seen, however. Patents on the most advanced and unique technologies are unlikely to be available in the market. Companies in highly competitive industries will not release their “crown jewel,” or even their lesser-jewel patents to the market, unless they are certain that they will not have a future use for them. The patent market is far from transparent, resulting in a risk that buyers and sellers will not be able to find each other. Still, as more properties enter the patent marketplace, buyers will likely find it increasingly attractive to buy portions of their patent portfolios from others, rather than only build them themselves.

C. Implications for Patent Valuation

The “patent pathways” described above have implications for theories of patent valuation. Merchant banks and academics assume that patents have an objective value that can be estimated based on intrinsic qualities of the patent, such as the breadth of its claims, how much prior art it cites, and its prosecution history. However, such valuation approaches focus only on characteristics of patents at the time of issue and neglect to consider what happens afterwards. The transactions described above remind us, however, that the strategy of the company holding a patent is predictive of the value that is likely to be captured.

research center).

335. See id. (search in “patent number” field for U.S. No. Patent 5781750, assigned from SonicBlue).

336. James E. Malackowski & Jonathan A. Barney, What Is Patent Quality? A Merchant Banc’s Perspective, Les Nouvelles: J. Licensing Executive Soc’y Int’l, June 2008, at 123, 130, available at http://www.oceantomo.com/system/files/What_is_Patent_Quality_lesNouvelles_6.08.pdf (“In sample after sample, we find that higher patent maintenance rates are significantly correlated to the following: a larger number of independent and dependent claims; a smaller number of words per independent claim; a smaller number of different words per independent claim; longer written specifications; higher forward citation rates (both raw and age normalized); a larger number of backward citations; and a larger number of related patent family members (both domestic and international). More importantly, at least from a merchant banc’s perspective, the calculated maintenance probabilities are significantly correlated to other observed patent value measures, such as commercialization rates, licensing rates, and litigation rates.”); see also Allison et al., supra note 298, at 437–38 (describing valuable patents, defined as “litigated” patents, as being young, domestically owned, more cited and citing, spending longer in prosecution, and having more claims than ordinary patents).
from that patent. The exclusion value of a patent is related to, but still distinct from, any objective value of a patent. This concept reflects the reality that a patent in the hands of a patent-assertion entity is much more likely to be exploited offensively than is the same patent when held by a practicing company that makes its money selling products.

This is not to say that approaches to objective patent valuation are not useful for those who transact in the patent marketplace and need to make quick assessments about the patents they buy or offer for sale. But for those making decisions about R&D and how to allocate scarce commercialization resources, the more relevant questions are, “which patents am I going to be sued upon?” and “how much value is likely to be captured from the patents that are in my technology space?” The marketplace allows barriers to exploitation of a patent that exist because of characteristics of the patent owner—for instance, due to a lack of resources or other revenue options, and vulnerability to countersuit—to be removed. The common-sense notion that who owns a patent is highly predictive, perhaps even the most predictive, of whether a patent will be asserted is worthy of empirical validation. A better understanding of these drivers of exclusion value could be instrumental in helping companies predict and potentially avoid technical areas where patent assertion is most likely.

V. PATENT REFORM IN THE COMPLEX PATENT ECOSYSTEM

Earlier Parts of this Article describe how the complex patent ecosystem calls into question existing formulations of defensive patenting and patent value. In Part V, I consider implications of the complex patent ecosystem for reforming the patent system. To do so, I briefly review the rise of the patent arms race and patent marketplace paradigms that form the basis of the complex patent ecosystem. This review exposes a thus-far overlooked lever of change within the patent system: patentees themselves.

A. BEHAVIORAL LEVERS IN THE PATENT ARMS RACE AND PATENT MARKETPLACE

One lesson taught by the history of both the arms race and the marketplace is that patentees are heavily influenced by the behavior of other patentees. For example, industry leadership, demonstration effects, and licensing practices have led firms to file for thousands of patents over the past two decades. Likewise, the business of patent assertion has been catalyzed, not by any single legal development, but by the development and popularization of creative business models based on

337. See supra Part I.A.
patent exploitation. In both cases, patentees have taken cues from their peers regarding how to patent, how much to patent, and how to use patents. They have observed and learned from each other’s litigation and licensing experiences. Demonstration effects are important and can change behavior.

The insight that patentee behavior, independent of legal change, drives the patent system suggests new approaches for reforming the patent system. Conventionally, advocates and academics have concentrated their proposals for reforming the patent system on one of its three institutional pillars: Congress, the courts, and the USPTO.

With respect to patent quality, for example, existing proposals for reforming the patent system are focused on improving the supply of patents—for instance, by restoring full funding to the USPTO, heightening the standards for patentability, or allowing third parties or the public to help vet patents before and after they are issued. However, in the paragraphs below, I suggest ways in which the demand for patents might be changed. These suggestions would try to harness the self-interest of patentees, in order to improve patent quality.

Likewise, in order to reduce the patent hold-up associated with patent-assertion entities, companies have advocated making changes to patent law and procedure—for instance, by changing damages law, limiting where patentees can sue, and allowing the public to challenge patent applications before they issue. While important, the scope and pace of changes to damages and related law are unpredictable. In addition, while patent-assertion entities have skillfully navigated the legal environment, they have relied primarily on non-legal tactics, such as secrecy, surprise, and willingness to litigate, to succeed against practicing companies. Below I suggest some ways in which some of these advantages can be neutralized.

B. Improving Patent Quality

Despite its limitations, defensive patenting continues to be an important component of patent strategy. The following paragraphs discuss ways in which defensive objectives may be served, while at the same time shifting the emphasis away from volume patenting and towards quality patenting.

338. See generally Wegner, supra note 27 (describing a host of different patent quality proposals).
339. Making a related point, Polk Wagner argues that incentives to seek quality patents, and not merely legal tools, need to be leveraged to improve patent quality. Wagner, supra note 63, at 2144.
1. Practice and Publicize Quality Patenting

As explained previously, one of the primary reasons companies acquire many patents is because their competitors do. While companies like IBM and Microsoft celebrate their patent issuances,341 highly innovative companies with relatively fewer patents get far less publicity for their patenting choices. The adoption of defensive patent strategies demonstrates the extent to which patentees can be influenced by others. What about publicizing quality rather than quantity-patenting strategies?

Several of the most active companies in the patent arms race have come forward to criticize its cost and effectiveness. In the early 2000s, Sun Microsystems and Cisco were both engaged in rapid patent portfolio building. Sun subscribed to a strategy of growing its “patent stockpile[] to use if attacked or as a form of mutual deterrence.”342 Cisco filed for hundreds of patents each year in what they called “the only rational response” to the large number of patents in the industry.343

Recently, however, both companies have changed course. In 2008, the General Counsel of Sun, Mike Dillon, announced on his blog that the firm had decided a few years prior to reduce its annual patent filings from 1000 to closer to 700, “a significant decline for Sun [which] occurs during a period in which we have more innovation than at any point in Sun’s history.”344 Rather than patenting “everything,” Dillon explained, the company had decided to file for fewer, more high-quality patents.345 The move was motivated by the high costs of obtaining and maintaining patents and the realization that Sun’s business model only required enough patents to support its customers and to provide “a defensive response” as needed.346 Cisco’s General Counsel and Senior Vice President Mark Chandler made a similar statement, in late 2009, about the company’s patenting strategy. He remarked that Cisco had also decided to move away from the quantity strategy it had once pursued.347 Like Sun, Cisco had reduced its filings to focus on quality, bringing down
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347. Michael Arndt, Cisco’s Patent Strategy: It’s More Than Numbers, Bus. Wk. (Dec. 21, 2009), http://www.businessweek.com/innovate/next/archives/2009/12/has_the_recessi.html (“The arms race approach doesn’t pay off . . . It doesn’t do you a lot of good to have a lot of patents.” (quoting Mark Chandler, General Counsel and Senior Vice President, Cisco Systems, Inc.) (internal quotation marks omitted)).
the number of patent applications per year from 1000 to 700. While the 30% reduction in the number of new filings reported by these two companies does not necessarily represent a huge change to business-as-usual, the de-escalation in the patent arms race they represent is significant.

In-depth case studies of how companies have made the transition towards quality patenting and of the financial savings realized, or of how companies can build smaller, smarter patent portfolios from the start could help increase patent quality. If more companies come forward and describe alternatives to the conventional high-volume, low-quality approach to portfolio patenting, others may catch on. Just as portfolio patenting begets more portfolio patenting, quality patenting may beget more quality patenting.

2. Promote Fact-Based Licensing and Patenting

Previous Parts describe how volume patenting is intimately tied to the practice of volume licensing. During licensing negotiations, if one party is focused on the number, not the quality, of the other party's patents, it makes more sense for that party to acquire more low-quality rather than fewer high-quality patents. However, change the nature of licensing negotiations and the incentives for patenting will change as well. If other ways of measuring cross-coverage that do not rely primarily on the number of patents can be popularized, companies will have less of an incentive to “pad” their portfolios, since only those patents whose worth is proven will impact the negotiations. The best practices of companies or intermediaries who have developed such techniques should be publicized. The practice of “fact-based” rather than “volume” licensing could, in turn, effect a change in the way companies patent.

In addition to fact-based licensing, fact-based patenting may also cause companies to rethink their patenting strategies. In their influential article, Opperman and Tan challenged companies to take examine the long-term financial costs associated with volume-patenting, as compared to quality-patenting. Their financial model suggests that, in the long run, volume-patenting costs more and provides less protection to companies' patent portfolios than does quality-patenting. Companies should analyze whether or not their patent portfolios are really serving the purposes for which they have been acquired. The data in this Article suggest that large portfolios do not always succeed at one of their main objectives—keeping companies out of court. These types of internal evaluations may lead companies to pare down their patent portfolios.
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349. Opperman & Tan, supra note 280.
C. REDUCING PATENT HOLD-UP

In today’s patent ecosystem, patents can no longer provide companies with freedom from hold-up. As a result, defensive strategies must be reconceptualized to include new tactics—including sharing information, prevention, disruption, and coordination—for securing freedom to operate.

1. Sharing Information

As has been described earlier, patentees use secrecy to increase hold-up, a term that refers to inflation in the bargaining power of a patentee due to choices made by the accused prior to the time of bargaining. It would be socially desirable to increase transparency to reduce these imbalances. At a systemic level, creating mechanisms to more easily track who owns which patents would go towards reaching that goal. However, this represents a hard problem, given the wide variety of ways in which patentees refer to themselves, the limited incentives companies have to record their patent assignments in a timely manner, and the large number of subsidiaries corporations have, all of which make it difficult to quantify a corporation’s complete patent holdings with certainty. How these obstacles to transparency can be overcome is worth further consideration.

Privately, companies can “disarm” patent-assertion entities by sharing information about them with other targets. Information aggregator PatentFreedom has tried to do this by collecting information on the activities, techniques, and holdings of patent-assertion entities and splitting the cost among its members. A “community module” allows members to share additional information about patent-assertion entities, to find other members with shared interests, and to explore opportunities for collaboration and mutual defense. Others have called for the sharing of information via blogs and other free fora, such as was provided by the Patent Troll Tracker website.

Perhaps information about licenses and settlements could be shared more broadly—for example through a clearinghouse that would sanitize and remove any company-specific information. Having more data points regarding license negotiations and license terms could help rationalize them, which would aid courts in reasonable royalty determinations. As Lemley and Myhrvold note in their more general proposal to require

---
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publication of patent assignments and license terms, disclosure of patent information will make it “harder for a few unscrupulous patent owners to hold-up legitimate innovators.”  

2. Limiting Patent Sales

As has been discussed, practicing corporations increasingly have incentives to sell their unused patents to the marketplace. While privately beneficial, these acts increase the risk that the patents will be used to hold up practicing companies. Because of this, some have called on companies “not [to] sell arms to terrorists,” that is, to exclude patent-assertion entities from their patent sales. Patentees may attempt to do this by attaching strings to the patent assets released by companies into the market or by excluding patent-assertion entities from the buying pool. However, in practice, controlling the downstream use of a patent is likely easier said than done. In addition, it is unrealistic to expect that companies will choose not to sell patents for the best price they can get for them merely on principle. Calls for companies to limit their sales could be accompanied by publicity that gives such companies public relations incentives not to engage in such sales.

A better solution might be to leverage the self-interest of patentees by creating alternatives to sale. One kernel of an idea is to create a nonprofit organization that would allow companies to donate their patents and to realize a tax benefit accordingly. The nonprofit could then license the patents non-exclusively to the public, thereby allowing the patents to be used defensively, but not offensively, or simply retire them. Law firms could be engaged to do “IP audits” to identify unused assets and to apply proven accounting approaches to patent valuations.

Another suggestion is to publicize the benefits of letting patents expire and how to identify good candidates for expiry. The cost savings from retiring patents can be substantial, reducing not only maintenance fees, but also the recordkeeping and administration needed to keep track of the patents, as well as the payments. Dow Chemical Company saved “millions of dollars annually by dropping non-strategic patents.” Publicizing information about how to determine what patents to retire and the cost savings associated with retirement may lead companies to pare down their portfolios.

3. Disruption

There are several ways that a target can disrupt a patent-assertion entity’s campaign. One way is to call the patent’s validity into question by filing a request for inter partes reexamination. The effect of
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Reexamination is to cloud the rights associated with the patent and, in some cases, to suspend litigation at the district court. In 60% of the cases decided to date, the patent was canceled entirely, as compared to a 33% rate of patent invalidation at district court. In reexamination, the patent does not enjoy the presumption of validity it gets in litigation, contributing to this higher “kill rate.” The patentee has had to change the claims in 35% of reexamination cases to date, and in only 5% of cases have the patents emerged unscathed by the reexamination.

However, the reexamination process is risky, effectively precluding the target from later attempting to invalidate the patent in court. It is also lengthy, lasting on average 3.5 years without appeals and five-to-eight years with them. If the reexamination does not lead to a stay of pending litigation, its value is greatly diminished. Even if it does, the same cloud of uncertainty that hangs over the patent hangs over the target.

If a threat letter is specific enough, a target can also initiate a declaratory judgment action. By beating the patent-assertion entity to court, the target can pick the venue and the timing of the litigation. Filing a declaratory judgment action also calls the plaintiff’s “bluff,” potentially forcing a patent-assertion entity with limited resources to underwrite a litigation for which it did not plan.
4. **Coordinated Action**

One of the most important tactics for combating hold-up may be to join forces with other targets. There are several ways companies can do so, both generally and against specific threats. In the context of a lawsuit, for example, companies can band together by entering into joint defense agreements to invalidate a patent commonly asserted against them. Companies can also share costs in initiating reexamination.

The knowledge of the broader technical and legal community can also be leveraged to find prior art to invalidate patents. Several organizations have sprung up to engage in such “crowd-sourcing.” Article One Partners, which describes itself as the “world’s largest patent research community,” offers monetary rewards to people who submit the best prior art that affects a given patent. The company makes money through clients who fund the studies, and through public stock trades using the information gathered. The Electronic Frontier Foundation (“EFF)’s “most wanted” list features “bogus software patents” that it describes as “annoying and often dangerous legal weapons.” Related projects include PatentFizz, Peer-to-Patent, Peer-to-Patent post-issue, and EFF’s own Patent Busting project.

The key challenges to coordination-based action include differences in the parties’ positions or decisionmaking processes, “free-riding” by parties who benefit from but do not contribute to the action, and the time and costs required to agree on and to implement a coordinated strategy. To effectively implement coordinated strategies, the parties need to “truly work together, not just when it is convenient for them to do so, but even when certain actions seem to contravene their own individual interests.”

---
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Conclusion

The patent environment has become significantly more complex in recent years. From relative obscurity, patent-assertion entities have become some of the patent system’s most active litigants. More and more patents are being bought and sold on the secondary market for patents, shifting emphasis from the patent “arms race” to the patent marketplace. Companies are taking advantage of the new opportunities the market presents. All of these developments have led to the creation of a more complex, heterogeneous patent ecosystem.

An understanding of this new complex patent ecosystem represents a critical insight into the process of determining how best to fix the crisis in which many perceive the patent system currently to be. Without this context, proposed changes to the system by Congress, the USPTO, and the courts are unlikely to be successful and may backfire or lead to unintended consequences. The specific findings in this Article regarding how and how not to change the patent system are informed by the description of the new patent ecosystem provided above. As policymakers consider these and related proposals, they should consider the new realities of the patent ecosystem and, more broadly, the opportunities and threats they present to innovation.

377. For example, three of the most important titles about the patent system of the past decade have indicated the extent to which the patent system needs fixing. See generally James Bessen & Michael J. Meurer, Patent Failure: How Judges, Bureaucrats, and Lawyers Put Innovators at Risk (2008); Burk & Lemley, supra note 12; Adam B. Jaffe & Josh Lerner, Innovation and Its Discontents: How Our Broken Patent System Is Endangering Innovation and Progress, and What to Do About It (2004).